We would like to begin this first edition of Suhail by acknowledging the traditional owners of the lands upon which it was conceived, its contributions written and edited, and upon which it has been printed. We pay our respects to elders past, present and emerging. Sovereignty was never ceded, it always was, and always will be Aboriginal land.

foreword

[ from Senior Editors AMELIE ROEDIGER & PADRAIC DALY ]

It is with a certain pride that we can present the inaugural edition of Suhail, a student run and student edited journal for all things global. This project began with a desire to open an internationally focused multidisciplinary space in which students could write about the world in ways they were proud of and passionate about. The complete work comprises eleven articles written and edited by University of Sydney students traversing the fields of politics, international studies, history, international relations, sociology, linguistics and political economy.

Suhail has been made possible by the University of Sydney Student Life Grants, we would like to thank them for believing in this project as much as we do. With them too we would like to thank the members of the faculty who have assisted us in this process, notably the director of International and Global Studies, Dr David Brophy. As well as our Academic Partners, who have held oversight of the editing process, have similarly been invaluable in providing advice to our contributors and maintaining academic standards.

A special thanks goes out to our fantastic team of student editors, for their hard work over months of editing rounds and revisions. And of course, we thank our amazing writers for their contributions, their perspective and for trusting us with their work, each of whom we feel proud to publish.
Why "suhail"?

The star for which this journal was named has shone over these lands and its peoples since time immemorial, the second brightest in the southern sky and one of many names. In the stories of the Boorong people of northeastern Victoria, this ancestor star named War brought fire down from the heavens and gave it to humanity - though here we would ask for pause before the name Prometheus or any excitable anecdotes about war and fire jump into mind.

In this pause we may recognise that to do either of these things would be to hellenise the non-hellenic and to anglicise the non-english. Fire has descended into the hands of humanity so many times in so many stories around the world. Just as the same star seen by countless millions around the globe can be experienced and recounted in such local and diverse ways.

The common name for Suhail is Canopus, after the navigator of the Spartan king Menelaus’ ship in Greek mythology, however the star itself is not visible from Greece, nor Europe, nor most of North America; shining unseen just past the horizon yet present every night in the southern sky. Just as we ask you to choose not to describe the story of War as promethean, we choose to use this star’s historical Arabic name, if only to recognise the erasure of meaning and of perspective that would have occurred had we not.

At Suhail, we believe that understanding the world we share requires the broadening of perspectives and the mingling of disciplines. We believe that knowledge and meaning are found and made in all places all at once, large and small. We have worked to provide a space for young people in all fields to contribute and provide their insights into a diverse range of areas. Organised along an overlapping central conceptual guideline rather than chapters or sections, we hope this collection challenges something previously accepted, uncovers something previously unseen or provokes an interest previously unfollowed.
MONGOLIA: ONE STEPPE AWAY FROM THE GLOBAL WORLD [ words FRANCES SMITH ]

Despite the cultural homogenisation and abandonment of tradition that typically lies in the wake of globalisation, Mongolia has managed to blend its traditional culture with the globalising world.

While today Mongolia's Ulaanbaatar is a thriving globalised capital, rural Mongolia maintains a unique blend of tradition and technology. Nomadic Mongolians live in Gers - portable tent-like structures with traditional rugs and Western furniture. Outside, solar panels supply electricity to home appliances and provide internet access, connecting the steppe to the wider world. Livestock are herded with traditional practices, in traditional clothes while carrying swords; yet instead of horses, many Mongolians ride motorbikes, zipping through the idyllic countryside, dotted now with small petrol stations. Children attend boarding school in the urban world, returning every summer to live on the Steppe with their families and work the land. Traditional sporting competitions, stemming from the ancient time of Genghis Khan, are increasingly celebrated national events and holidays, maintaining tradition whilst allowing the modern, global influence to creep in.

The annual Naadam Games are a vivid snapshot into this world. Mongolians flock from the cities to watch their families' villages participate in the three 'manly sports': wrestling, horse riding, and archery. While traditionally these games were used to train young male warriors, today women are among the top competitors, with one of the leading archers a female athlete. Furthering its evolution, international companies now sponsor the Naadam Games, the arena becoming more akin to a fairground, and camera crews broadcast the revelry across the nation.

Despite the cultural homogenisation and abandonment of tradition that typically follows in the wake of globalisation, Mongolia has managed to blend its traditional culture with the globalising world. This has not only preserved Mongolian culture, but enabled the country to continue to evolve in partnership with the world around them. Historically, Mongolia has been an extraordinarily successful empire, achieving magnificent feats of engi-


neering, as well as social, and political unity. This coherence empowered the Mongol Empire to stretch across the continent all the way to the Caspian Sea. Largely due to their singular and unifying cultural ethnicity, Mongolia has maintained its identity as a single country, withstanding encroaching empires from China, the West, and outlasting the USSR.

Despite the Soviet Union’s meddling track record, its interest and investment in Mongolian was largely beneficial. Soviet support of Mongolia manifested in a series of nine Five Year Plans, which, with vast amounts of Soviet funding, encouraged the globalisation of Mongolian society from 1948 to 1990. Soviet presence, however, filtered Mongolian access to globalisation, protecting Mongolia from the defensive globalisation sweeping Asia. And so instead of industrialising the country completely to fend off the West, Mongolia was able to select elements of globalisation that suited it the most in different areas of society, and culture, economics, and politics. Thanks to the Soviet presence, however, filtered Mongolian access to globalisation, protecting Mongolia from the defensive globalisation sweeping Asia. And so instead of industrialising the country completely to fend off the West, Mongolia was able to select elements of globalisation that suited it the most in different areas of society, and culture, economics, and politics. Thanks to the Soviet Union, Mongolia was allowed the space to evolve at its own pace. Nomadic pastoral traditions have been preserved, successfully promoting sustainable land management and effective agricultural techniques. Ultimately this has aided in the conservation of the cultural identity of Mongolian people.

After the collapse of the USSR, Mongolia lost 3 billion dollars’ worth of annual income, falling to the mercy of aid organisations and international governments. Aid enabled Mongolia to continue to function as a country. However, it also saw a dramatic rise in reliance on independent stakeholders, which each held varying notions on how their money ought to be spent. Under pressure from stakeholders to perform ‘well’, Mongolian politicians succumbed to the sable of progress, resulting in extremely detrimental impacts on the nomadic agriculture and lifestyle.

Recently, Mongolian politicians have become more ambivalent towards pastoralism, rejecting nomadic farming methods and values in favour of ‘modernisation.’ Nomadic pastoralism is slowly becoming viewed as obsolete and ineffective. In 2001, Prime Minister Nambaryn Enkhbayar declared: ‘it is not my desire to destroy the original Mongolian identity but in order to survive, we have to stop being nomads.’ Not only has this political discourse had harmful repercussions on Mongolian cultural identity, it has also had a severe impact on the environment. Traditional methods of looking after the land are being lost and discouraged, replaced with global, often Western strategies focussed on short-term economics, purely for the sake of modernisation. Yet notably, the same politicians, through posters, election campaigns with traditional symbolism, ceremonies, dress, and foods, simultaneously embody the rhetoric of their most charismatic nomad, Genghis Khan, for their political advancement.

Encouragingly, however, newer Prime Minister Nasatagin Bagabandi has recently acknowledged these cultural and environmental issues, developing policies to actively challenge the current political environment. He has recognised traditional Indigenous pastoral methods as the most effective for protecting the environment, as well as being vital to the preservation of Mongolian cultural identity.

So while challenges will prevail, Mongolia is thriving. From young girls competing in the rites of young warriors, to environmental plans incorporating traditional knowledge, today, across all facets of life, Mongolia successfully strives toward the equilibrium of tradition meeting globalisation.
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Globalisation, referring to the spread of cultures and national economies beyond spatial and temporal boundaries, has affected higher education institutions (HEIs) such as universities all over the world. HEIs have evolved over time; they are now service providers rather than centres of knowledge production and dissemination. They are closely entwined with the process of wealth-creation; not only has the production of education services become a means to profit, but graduates from HEIs are also inputs to be used in the production of other goods and services. Students are now seen as consumers who consume educational services, and also as human capital and labour to be used as production inputs. Redefining the purpose of HEIs has had numerous consequences of varying nature, some positive and others negative. To begin, globalisation is a boon to students as information about foreign HEIs is more readily available to the public and enrolment has become more convenient as well. Moreover, classes as well as learning materials have become more accessible, especially across geographical boundaries. As a result, students now have access to quality education and research in a range of fields. Following, globalisation opens up the possibility of collaboration not just amongst universities, but with real-world industries as well, further enhancing the standards of higher education. However, globalisation has also had negative effects. Globalisation has served not just to perpetuate but also to exacerbate existing inequalities between students of different socio-economic standings. Furthermore, there is a growing concern that globalisation within the context of HEIs could lead to a wave of neocolonialism whereby cultures, ideologies and knowledge from the Global North are propagated at the expense of those of the Global South.

Globalisation has had a positive impact on students because access to foreign HEIs and education has improved tremendously. With the advent of the Internet, information about foreign HEIs and admission is now more readily available to prospective students. The Internet can also be a mode of delivery of lessons for HEIs.[1] For example, Open University of the United Kingdom (UK) is one such proponent of online lectures and tutorials. Globalisation has also brought about HEI partnerships, allowing students to work towards foreign credentials at their home countries. University of Nottingham Ningbo and Xi’an Jiaotong-Liverpool University are two such HEIs which offer British credentials to graduating students, the latter offering a certificate from Xi’an Jiaotong in addition to a University of Liverpool degree.[2] There are also indirect benefits to students that can be associated with partnerships. Cambridge University’s £85 million partnership with the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and other similar partnerships between British and American HEIs involve the pooling of resources between institutions, which help towards achieving better economies of scale and education standards. The British Ministry of Education claimed that ‘[n]o institution can offer real excellence in teaching or research across the full range of disciplines — the resources on the required scale are not there,’[3] thus asserting the importance of a partnership approach. In these ways, globalisation has improved accessibility to foreign HEIs in many ways for students globally.

Inter-institutional collaborations across borders are not the only positive impacts of globalisation. Globalisation has also opened up new possibilities for students to participate in collaborations between HEIs and real-world industries. The Teaching Company Scheme by the UK Ministry of Education is one such scheme that allows students to apply their knowledge and skills in real-world contexts by acting in advisory capacities for partner companies. By 1999, over 650 programmes had been launched under this scheme, and over £20 million had been invested by the British government. Such programmes allow for students to participate in real-world contexts, giving them an opportunity to apply their knowledge and skills for practical purposes. In addition, the substantial sum of money involved in such programmes is a source of funding for HEIs which can be used towards improving their programmes and infrastructure, in turn benefitting their student populations in general. In sum, globalisation has given rise to government-HEI-industry partnerships which has benefited students by enhancing their education and experience in HEIs.

Yet the neoliberal principles that underpin the process of globalisation can negatively impact students, serving to perpetuate and even widen gaps between students of different socio-economic backgrounds. Due to the increased mobility of students and HEIs alike, demand for tertiary education has exponentially increased, bringing about dramatic rises in tuition fees and other costs associated with education. For prospective self-funded students, such fees are a sizable financial burden, and some students of lower socio-economic standing may find attending HEIs unaffordable. Some may point to scholarships and bursaries such as the American Fulbright programme, which serves to increase equity by alleviating financial burdens from prospective students of lower socio-economic standing. The reality is that most students are self-funded — more than 80% of international undergraduates in America, in addition to a majority of students who pursue other types of degrees and programmes, fund their own education. Globalisation has served to segregate students based on socio-economic backgrounds. This process of segregation is self-perpetuating as well, especially in this knowledge-based economy where people are treated as factors of production and grouped into skill classes. Graduates who have attained a higher skill level are likely to be more valued in the workforce than those who did not. As a result, students of a higher socio-economic background are likely to earn more income than those of a lower socio-economic background upon graduation. These inequalities are reproduced in the next generation when children of former graduates from affluent socio-economic backgrounds enrol in HEIs while others from poor socio-economic backgrounds as a consequence of lower levels of education miss out on higher education.

Globalisation has widened gaps in other ways as well. The neoliberal principles that globalisation is premised upon have fostered a spirit of competition amongst HEIs globally. Ranking lists have bound HEIs and thus their reputations to a set of criteria based upon Western models. HEIs like the Universiti Sains Malaysia (USM) cannot afford to reject the notion of world rankings without forgoing the race for prestige, student admissions and subsequent funding for research and infrastructure. Indeed, lower-ranked HEIs tend to have less funding and consequently less research activities, with relatively poor infrastructure and equipment. These lower-ranked HEIs are teaching centres rather than centres of research, diluting the quality of education its students receive. Lower-ranked HEIs may enter into partnerships with other HEIs, in which case an asymmetrical relationship, where the higher-ranked HEI is dominant, may arise. For instance, the curriculum for the University of Nottingham Ningbo is managed solely by the British side of the partnership. Some partnerships may not even serve to improve the quality of education for students, as seen in cases where the partnership merely involves leveraging reputations of higher-ranked HEIs without the sharing of technical expertise or financial strength to improve standards of education. Naturally, demand for admission into these low-ranked HEIs are lower than that of high-ranked HEIs, thus tuition in lower-ranked HEIs is cheaper than that of higher-ranked HEIs. In fact, USM is a popular destination amongst Iranian and Indonesian students due to its relative affordability. Even so, USM students may not be receiving an education to the same standards of the University of Sydney, for example. Even for students who are of lower socio-economic standing but have gained admission into HEIs,
inequalities still exist; gaining admission into a low-ranked HEI could mean receiving a lower standard of education and as a result, poorer competitiveness upon graduation when compared to their peers who have attended higher-ranked HEIs.

Globalisation has created the conditions necessary for neocolonisation to occur. The fact that increased competition across borders has created a ranking system for HEIs on the basis of criteria set by the Global North and more specifically the West means that HEIs all over the world are forced into subservience under the Western model. For instance, research is conducted almost entirely in English. For students and scholars from non-English speaking regions, they are forced into conducting their research in a foreign language in order to gain access to the network of research journals and work based in the West. Further, any research would also have to be conducted using norms and methodologies that are preferable and easily accessible in the West. Of course, HEIs can choose to exclude themselves and by extension spare students from the influences of the Global North, including the West. One such HEI is USM, whose vice-chancellor Tan Sri Dzukifli Abdul Razak questioned Times Higher Education (THE) rankings, insinuating that Malaysian HEIs should not ‘have to struggle’ and that Malaysia can in fact ‘design its own ranking’. The danger is in the potential for HEIs like USM to be marginalised from the international community of academia and its students omitted from the discourses of academia. Even scholarships and bursaries can be used as a vehicle for neocolonisation. The Fulbright Programme was established to bring ‘knowledge,’ ‘reason,’ and ‘more compassion into world affairs’ in an era when America had to counterbalance the ideology of socialism from the Eastern bloc. The programme can be said to have its roots in disseminating Western ideologies of neoliberalism to the world. For students, one of the implications of neocolonialism is influence; students must internalise Westernised ideologies and practices in order to be able to integrate into this international academic community or risk ostracisation and therefore less opportunities for research and collaboration, diluting the level of education and widening gaps between students in the Global South and the Global North.

In conclusion, globalisation has served to enhance the quality of tertiary education for students who do have access to higher-ranked HEIs typically of the global North, and those who can adapt to the Westernisation of academia. This is achieved through increased collaboration between borders and between different actors such as industry and government. Yet the same process of globalisation has also served to widen gaps amongst students through discrimination based on socio-economic status and geographical location. Perhaps the most profound impact that globalisation has had on students is the redefinition of the role of HEIs and by extension, the role of students. The neoliberal principles that globalisation is premised upon see HEIs as a centre for capital production rather than a centre for knowledge production. Tertiary education is now seen as an economic good to be produced and consumed. Students are therefore seen as consumers of tertiary education as well as human capital to be eventually used in the production of other goods and services. No longer are HEIs merely a centre for learning and students mere agents in the process of knowledge production and discourse. Globalisation has projected onto students a form of discipline whereby students are compelled to enrol in HEIs, preferably high-ranked ones, in order to gain a quality education, the reward of which would be the promise of gainful employment. In order for globalisation to be more equitable for students, tertiary education should not be seen as merely a good to be produced and consumed, but as a merit good with positive externalities in order to motivate governments to sponsor more students with government funds. Tertiary education can even be seen as a public good, to be provided by the state at no cost. This redefinition of tertiary education alone can serve to increase accessibility to students of lower socio-economic backgrounds. Tertiary education should also be looked upon beyond the parameters of economic imperatives. Education is merely to facilitate knowledge creation; to enrich students by imparting them with knowledge and skill for their own perusal. The rhetoric that skills and knowledge are to be obtained in order to produce economic goods more efficiently and at a better quality should be supplanted.
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Globalisation has ushered in a new epoch of humankind. The rapid expansion and interconnection of political, economic, socio-cultural, technological, and environmental flows between individuals and nations has created an ever-complexifying interdependence of people around the world. This intertwining of human actions, alongside the ever-increasing pool of knowledge elucidating their interconnections, has, I argue, led commensurately to the globalisation of humanity’s moral responsibility; by exponentially extending the sphere within which our actions have ‘knowable’ impacts, globalisation has expanded the moral responsibility to minimise interpersonal harm to a global scale. This presents both untapped potential for societal progress, but also an unprecedented quandary for humanity: while we are gaining the ability to understand the globalised moral ramifications of each individual action we undertake, the task of calculating moral responsibility on such a scale for every daily decision taken by an individual is an impossible one.

In contrast to the dangerous fallacy of some ‘deglobalisation’ movements as attempts to shrink the sphere of moral responsibility, I contend that this predicament can only be resolved through system-level change for a more justly globalised world. Illustrating that contemporary capitalist globalisation is structurally incommensurate with such a world, I instead propose foundational principles upon which post-capitalist alternatives may rest to avoid the paradoxes of globalised moral responsibility today. Such change may, I believe, help realise a glimpse of the potential for human interdependence to build, in the words of Alain Badiou, the ‘one world’ of global humanity.

“...The drastically unequal power dynamics of global capitalism clearly do not place a regular person’s autonomy to prevent these harms on the same level as those at the levers of political and economic power.”


I - GLOBAL MORALITY

The definitive conceptualisation of moral responsibility is a philosophical battlefield well outside the remit of this piece. This article is thus grounded in the following distilled two-part model. For person X to be morally responsible for the harming of person Y, two interconnected premises should be satisfied. Firstly, that person X’s actions contributed to the harm inflicted on person Y, even if X’s actions constituted a small portion of a greater collective act of harm. Secondly, that person X, regardless of their intention (or lack thereof) to contribute to this harm, had the capacity to understand that their action would do so.

Such a model can be found, with some alterations and competing ideas of harm or culpability, at the root of all human societies and cultures. Despite often being incommensurate with morality, systems of law and legal responsibility provide an institutionalised example of this model. That every nation upholds laws — nominally the codifications of collective moral principles — criminalising the informed and severe harm of others, regardless of intention, illustrates there exists an almost global consensus on these foundational tenets underlying the moral responsibility to avoid causing significant interpersonal harm.

Throughout history, systems of legal responsibility have expanded from town, to city, to nation-state, and then to international scales, illustrating that the application of this form of moral responsibility shifts in relation to the relative interconnectedness of human activity, as well as to our capacity to understand the impacts of these interrelations. With each expansion of scale comes a commensurate increase in the complexity of navigating such responsibility. The relative acceptance of international law, at least in principle, illustrates that many accept the legitimate global application of this form of moral responsibility.

Certainly, history shows that global interconnectedness is not a new phenomenon. The crucial roles of the transatlantic slave trade, colonialism, and the destruction of the global environment from the 1500s onwards to the rise of the contemporary global capitalist order illuminate how the actions of most individuals around the world have not had purely localised impacts for hundreds of years. Anti-colonial and Marxist scholars in the Global South have long written of the role — and thus moral complicity — of those in the Global North in the subjugation of those in the Global South for the advancement of global capitalism. 

Contemporary capitalist globalisation has, however, seen the exponential expansion of the scale and complexity of moral responsibility through its development of a labyrinthine system of global economic and cultural interconnection, alongside an immense growth in our understanding of the impacts of the actions contributing to this system.

The exportation of free market capitalism to nearly all of Earth’s nations, through a potent concoction of coercion and consent, has built a global maze of supply chains, trade routes, and financial flows. The internet and the progression of communication technologies have facilitated near-instantaneous circulations of media and information across the world, which hybridise through the interactions of billions of people and shape the ideas and cultural practices of the global populace. Crises like the 2008 GFC and the COVID-19 pandemic starkly reveal the degree to which the political, economic, social, and environmental realities of all people are shaped by the intertwined material and ideational decisions of people the world over.

Alongside this, the staggering rise in global knowledge production and distribution has allowed a significant portion of the world to understand the mechanisms and impacts of these interconnections in ever-more granular detail. Journal article publication rates have risen meteorically, from fewer than 1 million articles published in 1980, to over 7 million in 2014. From 2002-2002, Wikipedia, the most accessed online source of centralised knowledge in the world, saw an increase in English-language articles from 20,000 to 6.4 million; the number of articles published grows by 17,000 per month. The Washington Post, New York Times, Wall Street Journal, and Buzzfeed alone publish a combined ~1,970 stories and videos per day.
These interwoven developments are critical to understanding the expansion of humanity’s global moral responsibility because they help satisfy, on a global scale, its two underlying principles as laid out above. Humanity’s global interconnectedness means that firstly, the actions of any individual are increasingly linked to the experiences of other individuals half the world away – including those of systemic harm. The expansion in global knowledge production means that secondly, we are increasingly studying, and thus generating the ability to understand, the complex nuances and potential harms of these globally interconnected actions.

This is not only true on a macro level. The age of butterfly-effect speculation is closing; contemporary knowledge increasingly helps us understand the potential global harms of each individual action within a systemic whole.

Take for example the information that can be found on the implications of my decision to buy a shirt in so-called Australia. If purchased in person, my commute by petrol-fuelled car will contribute to global warming and air pollution; travelling by electric vehicle may facilitate environmental destruction and democratic subversion in nations like Bolivia as a result of lithium mining. Buying from an online retailer, however, will enable the permeation of western TNCs into South Asia, depressing already staggeringly low wages, and deepening gender and labour inequities. If I choose a cotton shirt, it will likely have a supply chain involving forced labour in Xinjiang and will have required 7000 litres of water to produce, thus contributing to severe drought in water-precarious countries. A polyester shirt, however, will elevate ocean microplastic levels, degrading the food security of seafood-reliant communities in the Global South. Some brands are particularly egregious in tolerating pervasive gender-based violence and harassment against the women creating their clothing in production centres like India. Others lobby against measures supporting Burmese garment workers in their struggles with the vicious military dictatorship of Myanmar. These harms are not simply hypothetical figures – they are measured by unnecessary and cruel loss of life.

Given enough time and thought, through accessing the vast network of information available to me, I may eventually evaluate the least globally harmful practice for buying a shirt; by doing so, I work to fulfil my moral responsibility to avoid facilitating interpersonal harm. However, the quandary emerges when we consider that similarly head-spinning chains of impacts can be constructed, backed up with easily accessible literature, about the dozens of decisions taken by each of us every single day – from deciding to tweet about a protest, to the choice to take the scenic route home from work. And so while I theoretically may have the capacity to evaluate the impacts of these decisions, and thus satisfy my global moral responsibility, its realistic implementation requires wading through an overload of information and engaging in complex moral evaluation for every daily action I take.

The drastically unequal power dynamics of global capitalism clearly do not place the potential harms of the actions of those in the Global South in an equal position to those in the Global North, nor a regular person’s autonomy to prevent these harms on the same level as the politically and economically powerful. However, there is no escaping the reality that the current system of globalisation makes each person, on some level, directly complicit in the subjugation of people halfway across the world, and gives many the ability to understand this complicity. Our ability to painstakingly calculate the global moral ramifications of our actions is increasingly possible. Yet what is also clear is the impossibility of expecting individuals to engage in such moral calculus for every decision they make, to exist constantly in a state of research and evaluation, weighing up the webs of available information to make the least globally harmful decision. Globalisation has exploded our mundane decisions into a million colliding shards of planet-encompassing impact, almost inevitably cut together, almost inevitably affecting those in the Global South.

Globalisation has exploded our mundane decisions into a million colliding shards of planet-encompassing impact, almost inevitably contributing to systems of globalised harm which disproportionately affect those in the Global South. Critically, we also have the increasing ability to understand how each shard cuts. A system which asks us to engage in such moral calculus for every decision they make, to fulfil my moral responsibility to avoid facilitating interpersonal harm. However, the quandary emerges when we consider that similarly head-spinning chains of impacts can be constructed, backed up with easily accessible literature, about the dozens of decisions taken by each of us every single day – from deciding to tweet about a protest, to the choice to take the scenic route home from work. And so while I theoretically may have the capacity to evaluate the impacts of these decisions, and thus satisfy my global moral responsibility, its realistic implementation requires wading through an overload of information and engaging in complex moral evaluation for every daily action I take.

The drastically unequal power dynamics of global capitalism clearly do not place the potential harms of the actions of those in the Global South in an equal position to those in the Global North, nor a regular person’s autonomy to prevent these harms on the same level as the politically and economically powerful. However, there is no escaping the reality that the current system of globalisation makes each person, on some level, directly complicit in the subjugation of people halfway across the world, and gives many the ability to understand this complicity. Our ability to painstakingly calculate the global moral ramifications of our actions is increasingly possible. Yet what is also clear is the impossibility of expecting individuals to engage in such moral calculus for every decision they make, to exist constantly in a state of research and evaluation, weighing up the webs of available information to make the least globally harmful decision. Globalisation has exploded our mundane decisions into a million colliding shards of planet-encompassing impact, almost inevitably contributing to systems of globalised harm which disproportionately affect those in the Global South. Critically, we also have the increasing ability to understand how each shard cuts. A system which incentivises these complex harms and then expects people to avoid them on an individual level, dozens of times a day, is fundamentally broken.

II - GLOBAL ALTERNATIVES

In response to this dilemma, movements have arisen which seek to deny the collective responsibility globalisation has created, or at-
tempt to shrink its scale through ‘deglobalisation’. Many nations have begun to shift towards domestic production and reduced inter-terrelance to protect their control over economic stability, but also to lessen the obligations of mutual cooperation that travel alongside the goods. Reactionary movements from Britain to Brazil argue against the responsibility of nations to greater global communities, intertwining xenophobic racism with the populations’ bewilderment at their increasingly exposed global responsibilities. This is not exclusively a conservative perspective – some left-wing critiques of globalisation’s exacerbation of inequality have also led to calls for retreats from such interconnectedness.

Withdrawing safely into domestic isolationism to ease our panic over our newly realised global moral responsibility, however, is both unjust and impossible. We have crossed a threshold of interrelance over which we cannot turn back.

Firstly, rejecting and withdrawing from our collective global responsibility is to condemn billions in the Global South to further devastation, through no fault of their own. Nations such as Chile and Rwanda, which were forced into the capitalist global system through bloodshed and destruction of their domestic subsistence devastation, through no fault of their own, are forced to uproot many of the harmful systems we find ourselves responsible for perpetuating.

Alongside this, we now know that there is no smaller discrete unit for the impacts of human action than the globe. Climate change has shown that any constructed conception of an atomised society operating without influence from, or impact on, the rest of the world, is an impossibility. Science shows we require coordinated global action to prevent catastrophic climate change. We live and act on one planet, we are one inexorably interconnected species. To collectively deny this is not only an intellectual falsity – it is a path to extinction. We will not survive the challenge to our planet with a retreat from our global moral responsibility.

The impossible task of internalising global moral responsibility at an individual level thus cannot be remedied through its rejection or false shrinkage; the only way it can be resolved is through fundamentally altering the systems upon which globalisation rests. While contemporary globalisation is arranged along capitalist structural lines, globalisation as a process of geographic interconnectedness is not inherently bound to capitalism – it can be disentangled. For the creation of a sustainable system of globalised moral responsibility, I posit that this disentanglement must first occur, as capitalism is a system structurally incompatible with such a goal.

It is the capitalist political-economic system that fuels the vast majority of the globalised systemic harms our actions reinforce. The exaltation of profit above human need structurally incentivises the degradation of worker rights and the use of forced labour, the institutionalisation of gender and racial discrimination, and environmental destruction. To structurally overhaul capitalism is therefore to uproot many of the harmful systems we find ourselves responsible for perpetuating.

Alongside this, capitalism, especially of a neoliberal flavour, rests on an ideology of individual isolation. Its positioning of the individual as the fundamental political unit, responsible solely for its own self-maximisation, is incompatible with the interconnected reality of the globalised world. An ideological system which refuses to acknowledge the collective factors affecting the conditions and actions of individuals, and thus holds them solely liable for the harms they inflict upon others, only reinforces the impossibility of ceaseless individual calculation of moral responsibility.

Capitalism furthermore structurally bars the vast majority of the world’s population from shaping the systems that determine the global impacts of their actions. It is an anti-democratic system wherein a small but powerful minority holds decision-making power over the processes of production and distribution of goods and services. To thus have the capacity to work to prevent the interconnected harms of their actions, workers must collectively have the ability to control the systems which determine such impacts.
To replace global capitalism with a truly democratic system based on human need and worker control, without the structural incentives for domestic and global exploitation, would therefore eliminate a vast swathe of the contemporary systems of institutional harm to which our decisions contribute.

However, we cannot expect this moral quandary to entirely vanish with the abolishment of global capitalism. The incredible complexity of the globalised impacts of individual decisions will remain in a globalised world, even if they are not made within systems of exploitative labour and social relations but within just systems grounded in genuine collaboration and human flourishing. With interconnection remains the potential to contribute to unintentional but nonetheless destructive consequences. Therefore, so does the requirement to engage in continual calculation to understand the potential moral responsibility of our every action.

Such a task, however necessary, is still an impossibility for the individual; no person can be expected to live in a constant state of infinitely complex moral calculation. Thus if there is to be a single globally interconnected humanity, there is, I posit, a reinforced need for state-led systems of political economic governance after capitalism.

This structural foundation is necessary to abrogate the individual’s constant calculation of moral responsibility onto a recallable higher authority, with express remit to create systems aligning with our collective moral interests. It calls for, in essence, a democratically decided body that, based on the principles of human need, parses the immense volume of data and information on the interconnected web of consequences, and systematises it into liveable structures for a population. In doing so, the need for constant individual moral calculation on a global scale is restrained, while still allowing for democratic restructuring when the population believes it does not reflect their moral standpoints. While consideration of the differing dynamics of its application on a national or global level is outside the scope of this article, this basic principle of structural abrogation of moral responsibility to a higher system will, I believe, be critical to the sustainable maintenance of global moral responsibility on a systemic and individual level.

"An ideological system {capitalism} which refuses to acknowledge the collective factors affecting the conditions and actions of individuals... only reinforces the impossible individual calculation of moral responsibility."
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STRUCTURAL
The ‘company-state’ was originally conceptualised by Edmund Burke in reference to the burgeoning powers of seventeenth century joint-stock companies,[2] but the term also applies to their emanant legacy: twenty-first century mega-conglomerates. Mega-conglomerates are massive conglomerates (companies that hold controlling shares in multiple small companies) that have near-monopolistic power over many markets. Some mega-conglomerates target a specific industry such as mining or technology, while others diversify; almost all have multinational influence.[3]

The Alibaba Group (Alibaba) and the Samsung Group (Samsung) are two examples. Both Alibaba and Samsung represent an unequalled category of mega-conglomerates that have surpassed the modest sovereign power of common corporations,[4] and have emerged in the modern, multinational marketplace with an influence reminiscent of early modern company-states. This article will appraise the extent to which we can consider mega-conglomerates like Alibaba and Samsung in this capacity.


Joint-stock companies, an early progenitor of contemporary publicly-traded companies, were primarily recognised as ‘company-states’ because they existed as hybrid entities, operating with both corporate incentives and sovereign liberties. Judicial autonomy, tax collection, and military capacity were standard characteristics of these early modern company-states. However, the increased capabilities of governments and the advancement of antitrust legislation have since prevented companies from exercising similar functions. Despite this, mega-conglomerates have emerged as a unique class of hybrid entity, possessing several state-like sovereign powers.

Hybridity is inherent to the conglomerate structure, whereby multiple subsidiaries exist under the common governance of a parent company. This results in a complex shift to vertically-integrated, profit-making imperatives through the value-adding conglomerate model, thereby expanding a corporation’s domination. The subsequent power of successful conglomerates in multiple industries is also a product of their horizontal dominance in international markets. Samsung and Alibaba exemplify how the expansive hybridity of the mega-conglomerate model gives rise to contemporary equivalents of company-state sovereign powers. But what does this look like in practice?

Both mega-conglomerates control extensive supply chains in industries such as e-commerce and industry technology, own billions of dollars in assets, operate globally with infrastructure in multiple countries, significantly contribute to their respective nations’ gross domestic product, store or manufacture big data technologies, are leaders in the digital security market and interact with both civil society and governments. These characteristics make up the ‘quasi-sovereign prerogatives’ of mega-conglomerations, their cumulative significance offering unparalleled leverage in domestic and global economies.

Such leverage is a result of long-term expansion. Samsung originated as a trading company in 1938 and grew into one of South Korea’s economic pillars during the ‘Korean Miracle.’ The company emerged as a global industrial conglomerate in the 1990s, as a chaebol supported by President Park Chung-hee, and was propelled into rapid development by a top-down system of management similar to the governance of European joint stock companies. Alibaba is a younger conglomerate. It was founded in 1999 but now stands as a hegemon of Asia’s e-commerce industry, executing similar functions to Amazon, Paypal, and Google.13 Alongside additional financial services. It has fifty-one subsidiaries and was ranked 23rd on the Forbes 2021 largest companies list.14 Alibaba dominates the Chinese market, facilitating 80% of the nation’s online shopping.15

Both companies also operate as ‘BigTech’. BigTech are major technology conglomerates defined by their market dominance, data leverage, and network effect reliance. Their monopolistic business models boast widespread influence within and beyond the technology sector and their online platforms host millions of dependent businesses. The largest BigTech firms include companies like Apple and Google. Samsung and Alibaba are lesser in size but still constitute BigTech.

The scale of these companies, tangibly supported by the aforementioned ‘quasi-sovereign prerogatives,’ allow mega-conglomerates to manipulate areas of society in the same way that early modern company-states exerted sovereign power to gain authority over new territories. A lack of government regulation of these companies has further facilitated their rapid growth. However, where company-states harnessed military force for politics, both companies also operate as ‘BigTech.’ BigTech are major technology conglomerates defined by their market dominance, data leverage, and network effect reliance. Their monopolistic business models boast widespread influence within and beyond the technology sector and their online platforms host millions of dependent businesses. The largest BigTech firms include companies like Apple and Google. Samsung and Alibaba are lesser in size but still constitute BigTech.

The scale of these companies, tangibly supported by the aforementioned ‘quasi-sovereign prerogatives,’ allow mega-conglomerates to manipulate areas of society in the same way that early modern company-states exerted sovereign power to gain authority over new territories. A lack of government regulation of these companies has further facilitated their rapid growth. However, where company-states harnessed military force for politics, both companies also operate as ‘BigTech.’ BigTech are major technology conglomerates defined by their market dominance, data leverage, and network effect reliance. Their monopolistic business models boast widespread influence within and beyond the technology sector and their online platforms host millions of dependent businesses. The largest BigTech firms include companies like Apple and Google. Samsung and Alibaba are lesser in size but still constitute BigTech.
The role of BigTech in influencing the United States government’s 5G policies is one example of how corporations can exercise their industry influence to manipulate policy outcomes. Lobby groups, including the Information and Technology Industry Council, of which Samsung is a member, urged the US government to refrain from promoting country-specific tech standards in favour of endorsing sector-led directives.\[13\]

Alibaba similarly used soft power by exploiting their digital infrastructure capabilities to shape Chinese judicial procedure in the development of the Hángzhōu online court platform; Alibaba facilitated the judicial reform and thus was able to link its subsidiaries Alipay, Alibaba Cloud and Taobao to the system.\[13\] A similar administrative role was also assumed by Alibaba in the drafting of China’s E-Commerce Law (2018).\[14\]

Samsung has wielded similar power in legal spheres. Its long-standing and symbiotic relationship with the South Korean government, and its historical influence in contributing to Korea’s economic miracle, have led to lesser convictions against Lee Jae-yong, the current executive chairman for Samsung electronics, who was sentenced to only two and a half years jail for a five-year offence. The conglomerate’s influence also included the bribery of South Korea’s former president, Park Geun-hye.\[15\]

Both conglomerates also exert significant influence on the processes of consumer socialisation. Alibaba’s accumulation of blockchain patents,\[16\] and Samsung Economics’ latest technologies and data storage on Alibaba Cloud, additionally shape the idiosyncratic lifestyle changes of new, more technologicaly connected generations, and mould the future of technical capabilities in ways that are inextricable with the future of their conglomerations and market monopolisation. This parallels the framework proposed by Philips and Sharman which theorised that early modern company-states acted as “inter-regional bridge builders” between unique domestic actors and groups.\[17\]

As such, mega-conglomerates like Samsung homogenise global markets by pooling substantial market shares in their respective industries, and subtly forcing nations into monopolistic contracts: workforces are funnelled into single dominant companies and supply and demand ceases to take full effect. Subsidiary Samsung Electronics is an apt example. It wields hegemonic power in the tech industry as the largest semiconductor manufacturer in terms of revenue,\[18\] is third in market capitalisation of the industry,\[19\] and ranked 11th overall on Forbes’ 2021 list of the world’s largest companies.\[20\]

Interestingly, just as there was little regulation preventing joint-stock companies from monopolising European trade with Asia, there are few constraints on the digital world and almost no regulatory bodies for transnational corporations. Thus, mega-conglomerates stand in positions of global leadership when targeting and developing technologies in certain markets.

In this way, mega-conglomerates like Alibaba and Samsung cannot be dismissed as purely for-profit companies. As companies with sovereign prerogatives and spheres of influence akin to early modern joint-stock companies, it is necessary to interrogate the mega-conglomerate model and draw links between Burke’s novel conception.

Ultimately, the immense power held by mega-conglomerates, derived from dominance and vertical integration in emerging technological markets, extends the foundational profit-growth initiatives of corporate governance into the realms of global and geopolitical authority. These positions of leadership, while not identical to the sovereign prerogatives of early modern company-states, suggest that the company-state model is still relevant, and that a contemporary quasi-company-state has emerged.


\[17\] Phillips and Sharman, ‘Company States and the Creation of the Global International System,’ 1252.


\[20\] Murphy et al, “2021 Global 2000.”
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The desire for regional integration among Latin American (Lat-Am) nations reaches as far back as their independence. Traditional scholarship on regionalism and integration theory understands the process of regional integration as occurring through state-sponsored formal institution building, which progresses from economic organisation to political cooperation.\(^1\) Despite many attempts at building organisations and frameworks to facilitate this linear progression, Lat-Am has not followed its expected path. This essay seeks to explore how we can explain Lat-Am’s non-linear progress towards formalised regional integration, despite repeatedly engaging in such institution formation. While traditional regionalism theories would posit that Lat-Am has been unable to progress due to a lack of economic interdependence, this narrow view is not an accurate representation of the status or nature of Lat-Am regionalisation.\(^2\) Rather, specific local historical, political and economic factors have precluded or prevented the region from following this expected linear route.\(^3\) Instead, what has emerged is a dynamic and overlapping network of regional organisations forming a flexible regional architecture, unique to and representative of the region’s shared political history.\(^4\)

While flawed and still evolving, the non-linearity of Lat-Am regionalism reveals limitations in the traditional paradigms through which regional integration is viewed.\(^5\)

South America is, for our purposes, a flexible regional unit that will generally describe the nations south of Panama, with the phrase Lat-Am describing nations inclusive of Central America and occasionally the Caribbean.

I - INTEGRATION THEORY

Traditional integration theories find their footing in Europe with liberal and realist ideas of international political economy, in which states enter economic agreements, build interdependencies, and foster integration and security, culminating in political cooperation.\(^6\) An obvious prototype of this style of organising is the EU, the gravity and example of which looms large across scholarship on integration and regionalism broadly.\(^7\) The EU’s modern regional journey began with the 1950 Schuman Declaration which proposed the integration of the Western European coal and steel industries. This lowered regional barriers to allow for greater material gains and cheaper costs for involved states,
especially beneficial in the context of the post-war reconstruction.\footnote{Europa.eu, 2015. EUROPA - The Schuman Declaration – 9 May 1950. [online] Available at: <http://europa.eu/about-eu/basic-information/symbols/europe-day/schuman-declaration/index_en.htm> [Accessed 2 November 2022].} It was stated at the time that the integration of French and German steel and coal rendered "any war between France and Germany... not merely unthinkable, but materially impossible," explicitly referencing potential security benefits inherent to regional integration.\footnote{Europa.eu, The Schuman Declaration.} The anniversary of this is now celebrated as Europe Day, and considered the first of many supranational integration projects that collectivised the European economy - culminating in not just the political and economic entity of the EU as it is today, but also the modern conception of European normative regional identity.

The EU is a defining example of how state-sponsored institution building progressing to political collaboration can integrate and define a region. From this initial linear model, scholarship diversifies to highlight and privilege different drivers of regionalism and integration. Theories focussing on states as the primary actors became characterised as 'old regionalism' in the 1990's.\footnote{Börzel, Tanja A, and Thomas Risse, Comparative Regionalism} Neoliberal economic globalism led to a theoretical 'new regionalism' which acknowledges other global actors like businesses, markets and informal actors as drivers of integration.\footnote{Börzel, Tanja A, and Thomas Risse, Comparative Regionalism} Illustrative examples include the interconnected corporate supply chains of Japan, China and Korea - to this day deeply economically integrated yet generally un-regionalised in the sense of a shared normative regional identity. Another example may be the implicit economic interconnection stemming from decades of migrant workers crossing the US-Mexico border.

Realist scholarship has explored the role of power and hegemony in allowing integration and cooperation to occur in various regions around the globe post-World War II. The security guarantee provided by the US and NATO was theorised as a solution to Europe's security dilemma even in the uncertainty of the Cold War, allowing cooperation and integration to occur at the such unprecedented levels.\footnote{Börzel, Tanja A, and Thomas Risse, Comparative Regionalism} US power has been understood as playing a similar role in Southeast Asia and the Pacific region, especially post-normalisation of the US relationship with China and the end of the Vietnam War.\footnote{Börzel, Tanja A, and Thomas Risse, Comparative Regionalism} A peaceful status quo between China and the US created security conditions such that a deeper integration within ASEAN could be facilitated, while in the Middle East, regionalisation has seen faltering progress - despite great normative, economic, and cultural similarities, as well as more of a historically intertwined regional identity comparative to Southeast Asia.\footnote{Börzel, Tanja A, and Thomas Risse, Comparative Regionalism} This has been attributed to the lack of a status quo between powers or the primacy of a single regional power to act as a security guarantor to foster the security climate required for regionalisation.\footnote{Börzel, Tanja A, and Thomas Risse, Comparative Regionalism} Regional security, usually fostered by powerful states, is a prerequisite for integration to occur, according to traditional views of regionalism. Peaceful conditions allow nations to invest in regional institution formation and deepen regional cooperation. As these theories developed, it became difficult to rationalise the difference between the EU and other regional projects. The EU was clearly something more than cooperation between states, while examples like ASEAN represented regional economic cooperation rather than a deeper political supranationalism or economic integration. As such these concepts of cooperation and integration diverged.\footnote{Börzel, Tanja A, and Thomas Risse, Comparative Regionalism} Ostensibly an attempt to avoid all regional projects being compared to the EU, this served instead to create a false dichotomy between EU-like integration and non EU-like cooperation.\footnote{Börzel, Tanja A, and Thomas Risse, Comparative Regionalism} For example, the Treaty of Tlatelolco forbidding nuclear weapons in South America or the Central American Health Initiative (1984) would traditionally be understood as regional political cooperation projects, without large secretariats or member state power delegation.\footnote{Nolte, Detlef, and Brigitte Weiffen, eds, Regionalism under stress} Pre-2007 ASEAN would too be considered in this category of regional cooperation. However post-2007, upon adopting a charter of legal norms, values, and accountability and compliance measures alongside an expansion of its secretariat, ASEAN can be considered to have made the leap from non-supranational economic cooperation to more EU-like integration political arranging. In this we see the integration-cooperation conceptual delineation revealed to be, in truth, somewhat disingenuous, serving more to gatekeep what could be considered integration versus simpler cooperation as measured once again against the benchmark of the EU. So we see in ASEAN an example of how regional cooperation can give way to more complex integration, in this case in an almost expectedly linear fashion from economic to legal/political. Thus integration and cooperation should be understood as linked and interrelated concepts rather than distinct types of regional organising.

With this broader scope with which to view what could be considered integrative activity, how can we view the cooperative and organisational efforts of Lat-Am, and its divergence from the usual linear path? And what role does the more normative idea of regionality or regionness, as informed by a geographical grouping of states’ shared self-identities, histories and experiences, play in this process?
II - LATIN AMERICA, REGIONALITY AND NON-LINEAR INTEGRATION

This brings us to the core question of why Lat-Am, despite undertaking the theoretically necessary institution building, has not undergone linear integration. A traditional answer to this question is that inter-regional trade in Lat-Am has never exceeded around 20% of total trade, and has thus fostered limited economic interdependence, the traditional precursor to integration.[18] The formation of trade facilitating organisations, such as Mercosur (1991), the Central American Common Market (1960), and the Andean Community (CAN, 1997), while moderately successful at lowering barriers to trade, has only marginally managed to increase it.[19] More recent waves of institution formation, notably the now defunct but ambitious Union of South American Nations (UNASUR, 2008), and organisations like Mercosur and CELAC (Community of Latin American and Caribbean States, 2011) have pivoted away from a focus on economic cooperation and integration, towards political, social and legal goals.[20] Those that do remain in the economic integrative sphere often pursue competing agendas, like the Pacific Alliance’s (PA) aim to liberalise trans-Pacific trade and Mercosur’s initial aim of a free trade zone centred on South America’s southern cone.[21] The result is a segmented and overlapping set of regional and sub-regional, non-supranational organisations with similarly overlapping memberships and roles across Lat-Am, a far cry from the state-supported economic interdependence and institutionalisation that is traditionally understood to facilitate regional integration.

This raises a number of questions. How did so many integrational projects not seem to progress as expected? Can traditional regionalism scholar explain this? Lat-Am cooperation projects have been almost entirely state-sponsored, with very little support from new regionalism’s market and sub-state actors. Indeed, the only real organic sub-state eco-scholarship explain this? Lat-Am cooperation projects have been almost projects not seem to progress as expected? Can traditional regionalism alisation that is traditionally understood to facilitate regional integration.

Lat-Am’s security situation seems, at first glance, conducive to stable integrational progress. Since these nations’ independence from (mostly) Spain and Portugal between the 1800s to the 1830s, there has been little inter-state conflict and a general tradition of regional solidarity and non-intervention.[23] Over the struggle for Latin American Independence the Lat-Am colonies largely worked collaboratively, led by independence leader Simon Bolivar who was firm in his desire for a united Lat-Am in opposition to external imperialism.[23] This broad regional sentiment, in conjunction with the lasting impact of the US Monroe Doctrine of 1823’s anti-imperial solidarity and protection within the post-war west-hemisphere US security sphere, has meant that South America has faced little threat of an external physical re-conquest.[24] However despite this seeming lack of risk, defensive posturing is the hallmark through which we can understand Lat-Am regionality, born from the region’s shared colonial and post-colonial histories, fears and struggles. Lat-Am emerged from its colonial period with a deep mistrust of power, empire and hegemony. Andres Bello, a contemporary of regional independence leader Simon Bolivar, wrote “all strong nations have abused and will continue to abuse their power.”[25] It is unsurprising then that fellow Argentinean writer Jose Ingenieros denounced the Monroe Doctrine as a “declaration of intervention”, in response to the US founding of the Organisation of American States (OAS) in 1948.[26]

In the OAS we can see the first wave of American integrative efforts; the US sponsored Pan-Americanism, promoting a joint North-South idea of American identity and cooperation. Despite the OAS being sold to the states of Lat-Am using distinctly Bolivarian language, the formation of the OAS does not constitute a regional security guarantor undertaking a regionalisation project, but rather represents Lat-Am’s quasi-acquiescence - or subjugation - to US regional dominance.[26] A quiet but firm, mutually acknowledged statement of power. Simon Bolivar himself wrote that the US seemed “destined to plague America with torments in the shape of freedom.”[26] In the context of this northward suspicion, Lat-Am states undertook a first wave of economic regional integration projects between the 50s to 70s - structuralist in nature and focused on the insulation and development of Lat-Am’s industrial capabilities.[27] Though couched in the language of open markets - i.e. the Lat-Am Free Trade Association - these projects ostensibly aimed to maintain independence from the economic strength of the North, in the face of which OAS membership represented, at the very least, a seat at the
The Cold War era was famously unkind to Lat-Am as the USA’s global ideological battle against communism brought two decades of covert and overt political espionage to the region. In a damming fulfilment of Simon Bolívar’s predictions, the US embarked on a broad program of political manipulation and agenda-setting across the region, up to and including forced regime change, ensuring the region’s pliability to US political and economic aims. These two decades of covert political violence underscored much of Lat-Am’s political independence, leaving the region politically weakened and unstable. This reaffirmed once again the regional suspicion of, and demonstrated its vulnerability to, external powers.

As neoliberal economic globalism became the norm and the North American Free Trade Agreement was signed, Mercosur was designed as a regional free trade zone to counter the economic strength of the North. A product of the monetary crises and political weakening caused by the implementation of neoliberal economic policies across the Lat-Am region, especially in its larger economies, Mercosur represented initially an effort to rekey the neoliberal economic experience into one that benefited the Lat-Am states in the Southern Cone, many of whom had incurred deep debts to the International Monetary Fund on the condition of liberalisation or liberalisation or liberalisation had been exhausted. This profoundly disruptive period prompted a withdrawal from economic liberalisation and a change in regional interaction. This is perhaps best symbolised by the rejection of the OAS attempt to create an all-Americas free trade zone and the region’s subsequent return to pre-neoliberal intra-regional defensive economic postures. US influence in the region declined as its economic aims went unfulfilled and the OAS decreased in centrality to become just one part of Lat-Am’s regional architecture by the advent of the new millennium.

With the diminishing of US influence, the OAS, and their espoused ‘Pan-Americanism’, the region seemingly splintered into many overlapping projects. Which, rather than indicating a loss of regionalism or integration as compared with previous, instead can be seen as an expression of Lat-Am’s distinctive regionality impacting this new phase of its integrative project.

The damage done by the 1980s and 1990s experience with neoliberal economics instilled a resistance to broad economic liberalisation or prescriptive co-organisation. We can see this in the refocusing of Mercosur towards explicitly anti-neoliberal, sustainable economic and social development goals. Indeed, most institution formation has followed this model since, eschewing broad economic reform and focusing more on collaborative economic cooperation in the interest of shared political and social outcomes, such as in UNASUR and CELAC.

It is worth remembering that this region’s shared experience of decolonisation saw the formation of states centralised on ideas of Latin American solidarity, independence, and a suspicion of external powers. The post-Pan-American wave of institution formation can be seen as more reflective of this regional identity. Andres Bello wrote, “trade has done more to improve international relations than all other causes put together. Lat-Am states have traditionally conducted, and continue to conduct, a vast majority of their commerce bilaterally at a regional level, as well as internationally. Historically, Lat-Am’s Bolivarian states have pursued trade as a means of security and bilateral diplomacy. This changed during the Washington-led, OAS-neoliberal period in which trade was opened, to the consequence of much hardship and instability. A loss of security and independence to the benefit of external interests which represented, in a sense, the historically feared reconquest - economic and ideological rather than military. In that period, economic multilateralism and open trade failed to sustain Lat-Am’s security environment and political stability hence required a return to previous defensive state control over economic policy and a preference against open-trade. A preference which has remained the regional norm.

Only the Pacific Alliance (PA) (2011) - comprising Mexico, Colombia, Chile and Peru - represents something of a return to economic liberalisation in the current Lat-Am regional architecture. However, rather than part of a trend back toward liberalisation generally, the PA provides an extra-regional economic option for states should they desire it. This is emblematic of the Lat-Am regional approach to integration since the 2000s: an opt-in and ad-hoc infrastructure of overlapping organisations with which states may engage as desired or needed, rather than the development of unitary and prescriptive regional institutions we see with the EU or ASEAN.
As such, the lack of regional economic interdependencies that could be identified by traditional integration theories as holding Lat-Am back from regionalisation is perhaps more of a feature of its regionality - the shared identities and history that comprises the region normatively. With the decentralisation of the OAS and Pan-Americanism, the shared Bolivarian ideals of Latin American solidarity, protectionism and independence - reinforced and informed by the economic and political problems of the 70s to 90s - have allowed for a uniquely Latin American style of regionalism and integration to develop. This Latin American regionalism is not as reliant on economic interdependencies and institutional integration as integration or development theories have generally suggested as prerequisite.

Not unexpectedly then, the political basis of Lat-Am's regional architecture is also contradictory to traditional models, with broad and multi-layered political and social programs at work within the region and regional political cohesion internationally.[41] In the early 2000s, the election of multiple left-wing governments, particularly in South America, led to another wave of institutionalisation.[42] Sponsored largely by regional powers Venezuela and Brazil, UNASUR (2008) - along with the Community of Latin American and Caribbean States (CELAC 2010) - seemed to allow a new level of scientific, environmental and social cooperation, as well as democracy promotion across the region.[43] In other arenas, even since the 1950s, cooperative regional health initiatives have maintained force both on regional and multiple sub-regional levels, despite the inconsistency and turmoil of the region's economic efforts.[45] As OAS is the regional forum through which Lat-Am communtes with North America, CELAC has become the preferred interlocutor for Latin-American and Caribbean states to discuss regional matters with India, China and the EU - maintaining permanent international secretariats. Aside from these organisations, the region also has a decades-long history as a cooperative voting bloc within the United Nations. Despite lacking a single distinct regional structure underpinned by economic integration, Lat-Am acts and is organised as a cohesive political region.

CONCLUSION

Latin America remains difficult to explain through traditional regionalisation theories. Its failure to economically integrate and its return to intra-regional economic protectionism runs antithetical to the conventional logic of interdependence deepening to political cooperation. This of course relies on the theory that the process of regionalisation is necessarily linear. Latin America's non-linear progress towards formal regional integration, however, cannot be properly understood through traditional theories of integration - which reveal primarily an insufficient economic interdependence to support a linear economic-political regional integration path. These are unable to take into account the weight of the shared historical and political experiences that define modern Lat-Am as a region, nor recognise the complex and evolving regional architecture that integrates it together.

Lat-Am as a region is not held together by unitary strong institutions and complex interdependencies, but perhaps more so through its distinct shared understanding of itself as a region. Rather than the way integration in the EU contributed to a new European identity, Lat-Am's shared normative self-identification, history and sense of identity has supported its own integrative efforts. As the region functions as a political entity, supported by a multi-layered opt-in approach to various political, economic and social agendas, acting cohesively on the international stage.[44] With its flexible regional governmental architecture that is strengthened by its internal redundancies, overlapping memberships and evolving internal components, Latin American regionalisation is very different to the static and centralised end-point provided by linear progression models.[45] Of course it must be noted that the Lat-Am regional project is still in a process of transition, recently under stress from right-wing populism in Brazil and the authoritarian crisis in Venezuela. Many of its component parts still remain untested, as shown sadly by the collapse of UNASUR in 2018 under the weight of such crises and the internal regional divisions these have sown.[46] While it has been suggested that Lat-Am's both simultaneously overlapping and segmented regional infrastructure represents a precursor to hemispheric disintegration, a failure of regional potential.[47] However Lat-Am has shown, in the words of Olivier Dabène, "the capacity to continue a fruitful political dialogue in spite of divisions.\textsuperscript{[48]}\textsuperscript{[49]}" Crisis creates demand for international organisations and cooperation, just as it may fracture them, and only time can tell us what this may mean for the Latin American integration project.\textsuperscript{[48]}\textsuperscript{[49]}
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Brazil’s 2022 general elections saw the rise of lunacy and terrorism, with Bolsonaro supporters protesting violently, including a man arrested for putting a bomb in a fuel truck near the capital city’s airport (Stargardter 2022). Other Bolsonaro supporters called for alien intervention while waving phones at the sky until eventually, they invaded Brazil’s congress on January 8, 2023 (Picheta 2023; Rival Times 2022). This was a well-planned coup attempt that mirrored Trump’s 2021 United States Capitol insurrection (Phillips 2018; Picheta 2023). The first time that Bolsonaro mentioned he would stage a coup if he became president was in 2001, and since his 2018 election campaign, Bolsonaro has claimed that if he loses an election, it would have been due to fraud (McCoy 2021). Since Brazil’s 1985 democratic transition following 21 years of military rule, the country experienced progressive politics which ended with the election of the Bolsonaro administration. The 2022 election’s anti-democratic misinformation campaign, hate speech, gun violence, terrorism, and anti-environmentalism, reflected increased polarization, presenting a “critical test for democracy and the rule of law”, and with international implications due to “Brazil’s size and influence” (Brown and Canineu 2022, par. 3; Faiola and Pessoa 2022b; McKenna 2020).

The presidential election was contested by right-wing incumbent president Jair Messias Bolsonaro, of the Liberal Party (PL), against previously two-times president from 2003 to 2010, Luiz Inácio Lula da Silva of the Worker’s Party (PT) (Sullivan 2022; Al Jazeera 2022). Out of 156 million votes, Lula won the first round with 48.4% beating Bolsonaro’s 43.2% votes. However, lack of a majority led to a second round in which Lula narrowly won with 50.9% of the vote against Bolsonaro’s 49.1% (Sullivan 2022; Tähtinen 2022). Bolsonaro’s nationalist campaign centred around family and the Church, with tough-on-crime, anti-corruption, and conservative values, which was supported by wealthier Brazilians, mainstream media conservatives, evangelical Christians, and the business class (Bastos Lima and Da Costa 2022, 508). Lula campaigned on his past presidencies’ success, promising to help poor citizens and re-introduce environmental protection to rebuild the country after Bolsonaro’s
Despite Lula’s win representing a victory for Brazilian democracy over far-right extremism, Brazilian society has been left divided with increased violence and threats of a coup. Bolsonaro’s support-er’s acts of violence before, during, and after 2022’s election represented an enactment of Bolsonaro’s rhetoric during his 2019 to 2022 mandate and campaign, which systematically implemented violence through COVID-19 mismanagement and underfunding environmental protection organizations.

During Bolsonaro’s 2017 campaign, he compared African Brazilians to livestock and promised to remove State protection of the environment, Indigenous peoples, and slavery descendants, suggesting an agenda to eradicate Brazil’s Afro-descendant majority through exclusion and violence (Treece 2021, 213). Once in power in 2018, Bolsonaro deviated from the global environmental agenda. His administration defunded environmental organisations and spread anti-indigenous hate rhetoric fuelling attacks against activists, such as the assassinations of Indigenous leader Bruno Pereira and British journalist Dom Phillips, who were “shot dead, burned, dismembered and buried deep” (McCoy 2022, par. 7) in the Amazon rainforest (Bastos Lima and Da Costa 2022, 508). The ac-
tivists had been tracing illegal loggers, land grabbers and miners, and Bolsonaro downplayed their murder as a misadventure done by drunk poachers (Bastos Lima and Da Costa 2022, 508; McCoy 2022). Furthermore, during the COVID-19 pandemic, Bolsonaro’s administration ignored 81 calls from Pfizer offering vaccines, while Bolsonaro spread misinformation about COVID-19, likening it to a small flu linked to AIDS, questioned the vaccine’s safety, stating it turned people into alligators and promoted a non-proven and hazardous COVID-19 kit of hydroxychloroquine and ivermectin. This misgovernance is associated with Brazil’s 700,000 deaths from COVID-19, limited vaccination rates and hospitals nearing collapse (Horton 2021; McCoy 2022; Philips 2022). Bolsonaro’s COVID-19 mismanagement disadvantaged indigenous peoples and isolated communities, suggesting a neo-fascist project of genocide against the most vulnerable (Bastos Lima and Da Costa 2022, 508; Rolling Stone 2022). The increasing violence in Brazilian society against the Left, democracy, indigenous peoples, African descendants, and other minority groups including women and the LGBTQ+ community has been ignited through far-right hate speech and anti-democratic electoral misinformation.

IMPLICATIONS

Despite Lula’s victory in the election, Bolsonaro’s mandate and campaign represented an enactment of his rhetoric during his 2019 to 2022 mandate and campaign, which systematically implemented violence through COVID-19 mismanagement and underfunding environmental protection organizations.

During Bolsonaro’s 2017 campaign, he compared African Brazilians to livestock and promised to remove State protection of the environment, Indigenous peoples, and slavery descendants, suggesting an agenda to eradicate Brazil’s Afro-descendant majority through exclusion and violence (Treece 2021, 213). Once in power in 2018, Bolsonaro deviated from the global environmental agenda. His administration defunded environmental organisations and spread anti-indigenous hate rhetoric fuelling attacks against activists, such as the assassinations of Indigenous leader Bruno Pereira and British journalist Dom Phillips, who were ‘shot dead, burned, dismembered and buried deep’ (McCoy 2022, par. 7) in the Amazon rainforest (Bastos Lima and Da Costa 2022, 508). The ac-

It was an election with less focus on policies, budget and spending debates, focusing more on the two presidential candidates of opposite ideological realms.
world, with 40,000 lives lost in 2020, can be attributed to Bolsonaro’s live streams’ encouragement for his supporters to arm themselves, while inventing an inexistent communist threat from Lula’s Worker’s Party (PT). Alongside Bolsonaro’s frequent use of gun gestures, his Trumpesque campaign to ease firearm laws and grant access to modern weapons, has doubled gun ownership in Brazil since 2018 (Watson 2021; Ware and Merino 2022). Violence has also been ignited through fake news spread through television, social media, universities, libertarian think tanks, voluntary organisations, and evangelical churches that have accused Lula of being an anti-church communist Satanist. However, Lula supporters made equally exorbitant claims, accusing Bolsonaro of being a cannibal (Faiola and Pessoa 2022b; McKenna 2020).

In the month of Bolsonaro’s 2022 electoral loss, his supporters have protested by blocking highways with burnt tires and calling for a military intervention, including for an alien coup, on the false pretences of electoral fraud (Faiola and Pessoa 2022a; Phillips 2022a; Rival Times 2022). Robson Candido, a pro-Bolsonaro protester confessed and was arrested for putting a bomb in a fuel truck near the capital’s airport, while rifles and explosives Candido had attempted to activate were also found in his home (Stargardter 2022).

In the face of such lunacy and terrorism, it will be difficult for the new president to govern an increasingly polarized and dangerous country emerging from the extremist Bolsonarismo movement, even though Lula’s election represents the most favourable outcome for democracy, the Left, human rights, indigenous rights, anti-racism, and gives hope for minority groups. The case of Brazil warns other democracies of the dangers of electoral misinformation and fake news in facilitating the entrance into power of politicians with extremist agendas.

In conclusion, Brazilian society has become increasingly polarized since Bolsonaro’s administration and extremist far-right movement, which has been fueled by anti-democratic pro-dictatorship rhetoric, hate speech, neo-fascism, and racism. Bolsonaro has framed an inexistent communist threat from what is a pro-democracy moderate Left, as Lula’s past administrations had turned Brazil into an emerging economy that was improving social inclusion and sustainable development (Bastos Lima and Da Costa 2022). However, Bolsonaro’s attack against the international democratic order, disregarding environmental and human rights protections, “gave neo-racist opinions public legitimacy” (Treece, 2021, 214) and “has represented a severe backlash against transparency and democratic participation” (Bastos Lima and Da Costa 2022, 515). The 2022 elections provide lessons for both Brazil and other democracies. They point to the urgency of eradicating divisive conflict, fake news, hate, racism, violence, homophobia, poverty and misogyny, and the need to establish social harmony and peace to progress human rights, social welfare, and democracy in Brazil.

UPDATE

This article has argued that Brazil’s increased polarisation has occurred since the Bolsonaro administration’s undermining of democracy, encouragement of violence and discrimination, neglect of the environment, indigenous peoples’ rights, and human rights. Two months after the article was written, Bolsonaro supporters invaded the Brazilian Congress on January 8th, reflecting the author’s presumption of Bolsonaro’s Trumpian coup attempt to challenge the election results. In the videos of the January 8th invasion, the Brazilian police stand passively watching invaders and taking selfies with smiles on their faces rather than taking action to stop crimes against democracy. Bolsonaro is currently in exile in Florida, US, attempting to flee legal persecutions and possible jail if he returns to Brazil.

Despite the jailing and persecution of some invaders of the Brazilian Congress, Bolsonominions (Bolsonaro’s supporters), continue to defend the false idea that the 2022 elections were a fraud. Meanwhile, environmentalists and humanitarian activists continue to be assassinated in Brazil, and the new president, Lula, attempts to reverse what has been called Bolsonaro’s genocide against the Yanomami Amazon tribe through health crises and violence against them committed by illegal loggers. Economic, health, and social issues remain, challenging the new president after increased polarization and violence induced by hate rhetoric from an extremist far-right movement that may last for years to come.
The eruption of the 2009 Greek crisis stupefied numerous economists and politicians. The mainstream explanation of the crisis was that it was a ‘Greek problem’ catalysed by corruption, falsehood, greed and economic illiteracy. Is this, however, what ultimately caused the collapse of the Greek economy? Perhaps it would be more pertinent to ask, what kind of economic system incentivises individuals to succumb to their all-too-human greed and corruption? It was Karl Marx who said that one should not simply blame the wickedness of capitalist individuals, for the problem is not an ethical one, but a systemic one.

Building from Marx’s analysis, I will argue that capitalism is not only a system or a ‘theory’ but contains within it a pervasive bourgeois ideology—parasitising on our unconscious daily activities and practices—that conceives of itself as a harmonious, crisis-free and stable system. In the same manner in which the divine right of kings was absolute in feudalism, capitalist ideology blinds its stakeholders to the inherent discontent and economic crises within the very system. It is thus no wonder that mainstream, neoclassical economics renders itself impromptu to crises which consequently leads them to exclusively fault individual agents and policy errors. As an alternative to the mainstream perspective, I will propose a Marxian reading of the Greek crisis. I will begin with a brief overview of the crisis, followed by its mainstream analyses and theoretical framework. In contrast, I will present the Marxian theory of the “money circuit of capital,” which ties together the possibilities of crises and the internal tension within the production process. I will further argue that the systemic problem already resides within what Marx calls “interest-bearing capital,” which explains the decades of financial market deregulations and investments into Greece’s false economic prospects.

In 2009, the new Greek government revealed that its predecessor had been falsifying public economic data to conceal the economy’s instability. Specifically, it had hidden the discreet overaccumulation of public debts in the form of fiscal and current account deficits. For instance, what was previously reported as a budget deficit of 6.7% was that humanity has yet to learn from Aesop’s fable, ‘The Ant and the Grasshopper’.

It seems that humanity has yet to learn from Aesop’s fable, ‘The Ant and the Grasshopper’.

[ words KENNY SELAMATAN ]
of GDP in 2009 was discovered to be 15.4% of GDP in actuality.[7] The result was over expenditure throughout the government’s budget, and a widening of the yield spread of bonds credited by Germany.[8] It was only a matter of time before Greece had to declare bankruptcy.

Mainstream analysis is predominated by two schools of thought: neoclassical economics (alongside its sibling neoliberalism) and Keynesian economics. On the one hand, many neoclassical economists attributed the causes of the Greek crisis to the corrupt government regime. Specifically, they ascribed the causal roles of clientelism, the manipulation of debt statistics, tax evasions, and inappropriate caricatures of the “lazy” Greeks.[9] On the other hand, the Keynesian economists put forth the influential “Twin Deficits Hypothesis” (TDH), suggesting that Greece’s overaccumulation of public debts was a result of national policy errors and economic illiteracy.[10] Although there is a grain of truth in these orthodox analyses, they only touch upon the ‘weak’ structural causes of the crisis.

There are three chief components to the mainstream analyses: firstly, astonishment; secondly, a repudiation of policy errors and government corruption; and finally, the suggestion that there was little correlation between the debt crisis and the 2007-8 Global Financial Crisis (GFC). To begin with, economists and politicians alike evoked the Aristotelian concept of ‘Thaumazein,’ a state of philosophical wonder ─ especially in the face of crisis ─ or the astonishment at an unheard-of object, to use Peter Sloterdijk’s words. [11] This is the very astonishment determined with precision. [17] This is known as the social welfare function, which argues that society’s sole purpose is to seek the maximisation of its wealth. [18] Here we can address the second main component of mainstream analyses of the crisis, that when a certain individual or institution behaves irrationally, for instance the corrupt Greek government, they are disrupting the efficient and natural equilibrium of capitalism.[19] This was expressed vociferously within in the neoclassical analyses in their recurring emphasis on Greece’s clientelist state. Prior to the crisis, plebiscites were rigged as “voters are bought through provision of employment and wages.”[20] Consequently, tax evasions and cheap borrowing were made feasible. Since the government was unable to collect taxes due to clientelism and tax evasions, the grasshopper, it is nature; for us, it is global capitalism.

One can discern this ideology in the general equilibrium thesis of neoclassical theory which postulates that all markets within capitalism tend to reach an equilibrium in the long run.[22] Any “errors” in the supply of a commodity, be it an excess or deficit, are rectified by the laws of supply and demand in the form of the well-known occasional fluctuations of the market price of commodities. This view originated from classical economics, through Smith’s “invisible” hand and Say’s law that production can itself become a source of demand.[23] Milton Friedman famously championed the former in his dictum that the market system “permits unannoyance without conformity”: arguing that it is the only fair means of distributing wealth, commodities, and income.[24] Say’s law, on the other hand, re-labels itself in the mathematical oeuvre of Alfred Marshall: “Cost of production has for instance no perceptible influence on the day’s bargaining in a fish-market.”[25] In neoclassical theory, the price of any commodity is thus mainly determined by the domain of exchange (market), not by the production process. This is why mainstream economics perceives capitalism as a harmonious economic system, therefore holding no possibility for a general crisis.

The neoclassical axiom of market equilibrium thus implies that every single human behaviour can be mathematically determined with precision.[1] This is known as the social welfare function, which argues that society’s sole purpose is to seek the maximisation of its wealth.[18] Here we can address the second main component of mainstream analyses of the crisis, that when a certain individual or institution behaves irrationally, for instance the corrupt Greek government, they are disrupting the efficient and natural equilibrium of capitalism.[19] This was expressed vociferously within in the neoclassical analyses in their recurring emphasis on Greece’s clientelist state. Prior to the crisis, plebiscites were rigged as “voters are bought through provision of employment and wages.”[20] Consequently, tax evasions and cheap borrowing were made feasible. Since the government was unable to collect taxes due to clientelism and tax evasions, the grasshopper, it is nature; for us, it is global capitalism.

One can discern this ideology in the general equilibrium thesis of neoclassical theory which postulates that all markets within capitalism tend to reach an equilibrium in the long run.[22] Any “errors” in the supply of a commodity, be it an excess or deficit, are rectified by the laws of supply and demand in the form of the well-known occasional fluctuations of the market price of commodities. This view originated from classical economics, through Smith’s “invisible” hand and Say’s law that production can itself become a source of demand.[23] Milton Friedman famously championed the former in his dictum that the market system “permits unannoyance without conformity”: arguing that it is the only fair means of distributing wealth, commodities, and income.[24] Say’s law, on the other hand, re-labels itself in the mathematical oeuvre of Alfred Marshall: “Cost of production has for instance no perceptible influence on the day’s bargaining in a fish-market.”[25] In neoclassical theory, the price of any commodity is thus mainly determined by the domain of exchange (market), not by the production process. This is why mainstream economics perceives capitalism as a harmonious economic system, therefore holding no possibility for a general crisis.

The neoclassical axiom of market equilibrium thus implies that every single human behaviour can be mathematically determined with precision.[1] This is known as the social welfare function, which argues that society’s sole purpose is to seek the maximisation of its wealth.[18] Here we can address the second main component of mainstream analyses of the crisis, that when a certain individual or institution behaves irrationally, for instance the corrupt Greek government, they are disrupting the efficient and natural equilibrium of capitalism.[19] This was expressed vociferously within in the neoclassical analyses in their recurring emphasis on Greece’s clientelist state. Prior to the crisis, plebiscites were rigged as “voters are bought through provision of employment and wages.”[20] Consequently, tax evasions and cheap borrowing were made feasible. Since the government was unable to collect taxes due to clientelism and tax evasions, the grasshopper, it is nature; for us, it is global capitalism.

One can discern this ideology in the general equilibrium thesis of neoclassical theory which postulates that all markets within capitalism tend to reach an equilibrium in the long run.[22] Any “errors” in the supply of a commodity, be it an excess or deficit, are rectified by the laws of supply and demand in the form of the well-known occasional fluctuations of the market price of commodities. This view originated from classical economics, through Smith’s “invisible” hand and Say’s law that production can itself become a source of demand.[23] Milton Friedman famously championed the former in his dictum that the market system “permits unannoyance without conformity”: arguing that it is the only fair means of distributing wealth, commodities, and income.[24] Say’s law, on the other hand, re-labels itself in the mathematical oeuvre of Alfred Marshall: “Cost of production has for instance no perceptible influence on the day’s bargaining in a fish-market.”[25] In neoclassical theory, the price of any commodity is thus mainly determined by the domain of exchange (market), not by the production process. This is why mainstream economics perceives capitalism as a harmonious economic system, therefore holding no possibility for a general crisis.

The neoclassical axiom of market equilibrium thus implies that every single human behaviour can be mathematically determined with precision.[1] This is known as the social welfare function, which argues that society’s sole purpose is to seek the maximisation of its wealth.[18] Here we can address the second main component of mainstream analyses of the crisis, that when a certain individual or institution behaves irrationally, for instance the corrupt Greek government, they are disrupting the efficient and natural equilibrium of capitalism.[19] This was expressed vociferously within in the neoclassical analyses in their recurring emphasis on Greece’s clientelist state. Prior to the crisis, plebiscites were rigged as “voters are bought through provision of employment and wages.”[20] Consequently, tax evasions and cheap borrowing were made feasible. Since the government was unable to collect taxes due to clientelism and tax evasions, the grasshopper, it is nature; for us, it is global capitalism.
mountains of public debt rapidly and inevitably accumulated beneath the Greek economy. This was further exacerbated by the fraudulent manipulation of Greece’s economic data. Such irrational agents or behaviours, from the standpoint of orthodox economics, interfere with the inherent pursuit of economic growth in capitalism and are ipso facto the primary perpetrators of any economic crises.

The combination of both the first two arguments implies that the crisis was a “local” problem exclusive to the Greek economy and not due to “exogenous forces.” Mainstream analyses of the crisis conclude that the 2007-8 financial crisis had nothing to do with the Greek crisis. In fact, this view is expounded in the reports by the triumvirate of the International Monetary Fund, European Central Bank, and the European Union. To aggravate the situation, the troika then “blackmailed” Greece into achieving the largest loan in history under the condition that it undergoes austerity — the reduction of income and increased taxation.

It is here that Marxian theory comes to light. As Jonas Čeika puts it, the strength of Marx’s analysis is not simply that it can explain “everything within the capitalist mode of production, that bourgeois economists overlook and ignore, but also why [they] overlook and ignore it in the first place.” In contrast to orthodox economics, Marx repeatedly stressed that crises are inherent to the capitalist mode of production.

As Marx writes in volume three of Capital: “The true barrier to capitalist production is capital itself.” This formula is to be supplemented with a passage from the Grundrisse wherein Marx states that capital overcomes its own obstacle by reappraising it as a means to its self-expansion. Or as Slavoj Žižek elucidates, the very obstacle to capital is precisely what drives capitalism into permanent development: “the more [capitalism’s] immanent contradiction is aggravated, the more it must revalorize itself to survive.” In other words, the recurring crises in capitalism are an “internalised” necessity to its very self-expansion and as such, are precisely the “normal” state of capitalism. There is therefore no “harmo-

The constitutive limit to capital is exemplified in the Marxian objection to the doctrine of market equilibrium. “Nothing could be more foolish”, Marx writes, “than the dogma that because every sale is a purchase, and vice-versa, necessarily implies an equilibrium between sales and purchases”. The reason: money itself. Marx illustrates how money serves as a means of circulation in the form of C-M-C. Money, Marx argues, must constantly circulate, as “No one can sell unless someone else purchases. But no one directly needs to purchase because he has just sold.” The aforementioned formula would be advanced in great detail in Marx’s second volume of Capital: the money circuit of capital. Expressed as M—C (MP, LP) ...P-C—M the money circuit of capital depicts a class conflict between the capitalists and workers within C (commodity inputs), between MP (means of production) and LP (labour-power) respectively. P stands for productive capital whilst C represents commodities containing surplus-value. The circuit ends with the sale of commodities that are of higher price than its initial capital money (M). For Marx, an economic crisis mainly arises from a glut in any of the individual circuits of capital. A stoppage in the circuit of C-M, for example, would result in what Marx termed the crisis of overproduction. An overproduction (recession in neoclassical theory) occurs when there is a widespread excess in commodity supply due to a disproportionality in the production sphere, or inability for consumers to spend their money. Thus, the production sphere—the exploitation of labour power—is linked to the sphere of exchange in Marxian economics; neoclassical economics, in contrast, is only limited to the latter. What Marx objects to is not the theory of supply and demand, but rather the...
bourgeois economic theory’s inability to foresee the inherent contradictions (realised as crises) of capital itself.

The internal contradiction of capital reaches its sharpest point in the ‘most superficial and fetishized’ form of money: interest-bearing capital. [42] Specifically, it is the moment when capital as such becomes a commodity. Therein lies the rise of the public credit system, in other words, the development of fictitious capital in the form of national debt which "has given rise to stock-exchange gambling and the modern bankruptcy." [42] In fact, Marx had already anticipated how the state’s creditors would create "easily negotiable" public bonds to earn profit at the expense of the oblivious masses, a process which strikingly parallels the widening of bond yield spreads and the increase in the cost of credit default swaps by international markets as creditors invest in Greece’s false economic prospects. [44] The reason is that the Greek government was compelled to falsify its debt statistics nolens volens. Or perhaps, they were compelled by the forces of capital—or as Byung-Chul Han put it, "Today, the Dictatorship of Capital rules over everyone."[43]

It is for this reason that Marx did not fault the wickedness and irresponsibility of capitalists, for "the immanent laws of capitalist production confront the individual capitalist as a coercive force external to him." [41] Capitalism, as it were, reproduces itself by "borrowing from the future". Thus debts are fetisheised illusions that can never be paid back. [42] This explains the tragedy of the Syriza Greek government, which was brought to power in 2015 after 61% of the Greek referendum voted 'no' to austerity. [48] The opposite, however, happened the morning after as Syriza carried on with an even harsher EU austerity program.

Before the tragedy, Yanis Varoufakis, the Greek finance minister at the time, had negotiated a rational pragmatic proposal to allow Greece to repay its debts on time but it was brutally rejected. [45] Why? From a Marxian standpoint, it is because it would undermine the hitherto logic of financial capital of (European) capitalism — primarily that of Germany. [45] This is the dictatorship of capital par excellence.

Finally, Marx’s analysis of the credit system allows us to refute the argument that the debt crisis and the GFC are not independent of one another, as it explains why bourgeois economic theory has led to four decades of market deregulation and "desupervision" in the financial sector of the United States. [43] Although entirely consistent with neoclassical theory, the result was the notorious 2007–8 crisis: the collapse of the American mortgage market. [43] Thereby, Greek and other European bankers were pressured to "dump risk"—in the form of peripheral country debts whether public or private—and turn to their national governments for help. [43] Hence within the Marxian framework, the "cycle of euphoria and panic made possible by the credit system" comes as no surprise. [40] The Greek crisis was therefore not only caused by an overaccumulation of public debt, but also by the prior systemic contradictions within the capitalist system that are epitomised in the 2007–8 financial crisis.

In conclusion, the market is not as harmonious as neoclassical economists would have it. Nor should economic crises be a shocking revelation, as they are constitutively necessary to the capitalist mode of production. The bourgeois economic ideology of equilibrium implies that there can be no possibility of a general crisis in capitalism. This explains the tendency for mainstream analyses of both the Greek and global financial crisis to incriminate irrational agents as its primary cause. Such an economic perspective allows people to project their frustrations and prejudices onto others—caused by the structural antagonisms of capitalism—which in turn, engenders even more disparity, dissension and fragmenation. As Walter Benjamin presents, economic crises and turmoil breed the perfect conditions for dictatorship and fascism to capitalise upon these divisions. A Marxist economic perspective, I believe, will help avoid this fate. We can start by acknowledging the immanent contradiction within money itself: a glut in the money circuit of capital leads to crises of overproduction or economic recession. This is exemplified in the aftermath of the Greek crisis, which saw high

---
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The following is a lengthy but nonetheless succinct and digestible extract of Alex Callinicos’ speech in his debate with Stathis Kouvelakis about the Greek crisis: “The second lesson [of the Greek crisis] is about capitalism, because a lot of the comments that the rulers of the European Union are being irrational i.e., these people are crazy; they haven’t read Keynes, they don’t understand about the levels of debt...
unemployment and deep recession. The contradiction then sharpens in the money form of interest-bearing capital which lead to the capitalisation of wealth via national debts. This explains why the Greek politicians had falsified their statistics under the influence of the financial deregulation of the West. Only the acknowledgement of the structural necessities of crises in the self-expansion of capital can help one finally grasp the lesson of Aesop’s fable. The only problem is: when will this happen?

and things like that. This is a mistake. The rulers of the European Union are operating according to the logic of capital. What is this about? What is austerity about? It’s ensuring that the economic model of the dominant capitalism in Europe—German capitalism, an economy that is built on high levels of export, keeping inflation low, the central banks steering the economy in a way that maintains high levels of exports—it’s about ensuring that nothing happens to undermine that model. That’s why they’re fighting so hard. This isn’t about nastiness or economic illiteracy or anything about. And the fact that the conflict is so brutal and so harsh reflects the brutality of the kind of competition that is going on on a world scale. We are in a historical period where capitalism is struggling with huge problems. I mean remember those idiots who said that China would save world capitalism? Look at the Chinese stock market at the minute. Capitalism is struggling with enormous problems. Each bit of the system is fighting to maintain its position against the others, and who is paying for it? The working class. And what the rulers of the European Union are trying to do is to ensure the people who pay most are the weaker and less organised sections of the working class in Europe. We’ll see whether it works.
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POLITICAL GENDERED
The landmark ruling of Roe v Wade, by the Supreme Court of the United States in 1973, enshrined the constitutional right for individuals to obtain abortions. [1] Recently, however, Roe v Wade was overturned by the same court, restricting abortion access for 33.6 million people in US states that opt to ban or severely restrict abortion. [2] While abortion issues are often highlighted by feminist activists in western democracies, they often fly under the radar for observers of Southeast Asian countries. This is especially the case in Malaysia, which raises the question of its status of abortion rights and access.

Abortion is governed by Malaysia’s Restrictive Penal Code

Abortion in Malaysia is primarily governed by Section 312 of the country’s Penal Code, which states that abortion is illegal in all circumstances EXCEPT where the abortion can save the person’s life or preserve their physical or mental health. [3] Although not mentioned in the Penal Code, the Ministry of Health has specified these exceptional abortions can take place up to 22 weeks of gestation. [4] But Muslims, who are subject to Sharia Law, have a reduced gestation period of up to 120 days (approx. 17 weeks). [5] Moreover, Malaysia’s laws do not make exceptions according to the special circumstances of conception or pregnancy, such as rape, incest, or foetal impairment. [3] This is despite the fact that many of Malaysia’s neighbours allow abortion based on some or all of these special circumstances, including Singapore, Thailand, Cambodia, and Vietnam. [6] More importantly, by now it is common knowledge that restricting abortions does not stop them from happening, or even reduce their occurrence. [7] Instead, such bans force those seeking abortions to turn to unsafe methods, often referred to as ‘back alley’ or ‘coat-hanger’ abortions. [8] It is essential for the Malaysian government to reevaluate and reconcile the current abortion laws to address the inconsistencies between the gestational limits set by Sharia Law and civil law. Additionally, expanding abortion rights to encompass special circumstances and further considerations is a crucial step for Malaysia to keep pace with advancements made by neighbouring countries in the region.

ABORTION LAWS ARE OFTEN UNCLEAR LEADING TO WIDESPREAD UNCERTAINTY

Many unanswered questions, such as the ambiguities in abortion law and related guidelines, remain in Malaysia and healthcare professionals continue to struggle with confusion about the legal status of abortion. In fact, a report by the Reproductive Rights Advocacy Alliance Malaysia has found that, out of 120 doctors and nurses surveyed, 43% are unclear about the legality of abortion. Inaccuracies surrounding the legality of abortion were also found in some government and NGO publications. Furthermore, the availability of abortion services in government hospitals are dictated by the ‘views’ of the Heads of the various Obstetrics and Gynaecological Departments, which further worsen abortion access. For example, although abortion is permitted for the preservation of mental health, what qualifies as harm to a person’s mental wellbeing is not clearly defined by the Penal Code. The lack of objective guidelines on mental health allows doctors to decline abortions based on their personal views. Confusion is further exacerbated by the fact that discussions around sex education, unplanned pregnancies, and safe sex practices are widely stigmatised in Malaysia, contributing to more unsafe abortions. Clearly defining what constitutes harm to mental health must be part of the Malaysian government’s review of the Penal Code. This will enforce objectivity among abortion providers. Moreover, urgent efforts must be made to educate healthcare professionals on the specific legality of abortion, and better sex-ed in schools to reduce unplanned pregnancies and unsafe abortions.

PRIVATE PROVIDERS ARE MORE INCLINED TO PROVIDE ABORTION SERVICES THAN PUBLIC PROVIDERS

Because public health care professionals are able to decline abortion services based on personal values, those seeking abortions are often redirected to private providers. While private providers are more willing to accept them, their services come with a much heftier price tag. Furthermore, the availability of abortion services in government hospitals are dictated by the ‘views’ of the Obstetrics and Gynaecological Departments Heads, which further worsen abortion access. Most people are forced to undergo the lengthy process of going from hospital to hospital until they find a willing public provider, or resort to a private provider, which can charge up to RM 4,500 (approx. AUD 1500) for termination in later pregnancy stages. This puts marginalised communities at a disadvantage, making abortion services inaccessible to most migrant workers and people from low socio-economical backgrounds. Individuals who are unable to pay for private abortions are compelled to continue their pregnancy without adequate financial support from the government, despite the fact that this support is made scarce by the same government that limits their access to abortion. This highlights the pressing need for impartial regulation of abortion and government subsidies for those who cannot afford the service in Malaysia.

CONCLUSION

America’s recent repeal of Roe v Wade was a dangerous reminder of the importance of progress on reproductive rights. The Penal Code governing abortion rights in Malaysia is woefully under par in protecting abortion access. Not only does the legislation fall behind that of neighbouring countries, but a lack of clarity and decisive regulation of abortion access in the public sector is putting millions of pregnant people at unnecessary risk. These issues can be remedied, such as through the implementation of robust legislation that clearly and objectively addresses abortion rights and access, and explicit guidelines for public healthcare professionals in their execution of abortion services. Ultimately, legislation like Malaysia’s disregards the fact that abortion is not a criminal issue but a health issue; the core issue with Malaysia’s Penal Code is that it approaches abortion as the pregnant person’s crime, and not what it has been and always will be — the pregnant person’s health.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Person</th>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Singular</th>
<th>Plural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Je</td>
<td>Nom</td>
<td>2nd</td>
<td>Neutre</td>
<td>Mon, mes</td>
<td>mons, mes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tu</td>
<td>Abl</td>
<td>2nd</td>
<td>Neutre</td>
<td>Ton, tes</td>
<td>tons, tes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moi</td>
<td>Dat</td>
<td>2nd</td>
<td>Neutre</td>
<td>Mon, mes</td>
<td>mons, mes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toi</td>
<td>Voc</td>
<td>2nd</td>
<td>Neutre</td>
<td>Ton, tes</td>
<td>tons, tes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nous</td>
<td>Gen</td>
<td>1st</td>
<td>Masculin</td>
<td>Mon, mes</td>
<td>mons, mes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vous</td>
<td>Abl</td>
<td>1st</td>
<td>Masculin</td>
<td>Mon, mes</td>
<td>mons, mes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ils</td>
<td>Abl</td>
<td>3rd</td>
<td>Masculin</td>
<td>Mon, mes</td>
<td>mons, mes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elles</td>
<td>Voc</td>
<td>3rd</td>
<td>Masculin</td>
<td>Mon, mes</td>
<td>mons, mes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Gendered Forms:**

- *Tu, moi, nous, toi, moi, nous, vous, elles, moi, nous, vous, elles*
- *Je, lui, lui, lui, nous, vous, elle, elle, elle, elle*
- *On, et, là, qui, qui, qui, ces, ces, ces, ces*
- *Son, fa, tes, bien, je*

**Latin, Greek, English:**

- *Nous, vous, elles, ils, elles, ils, elles, ils, elles*
- *Je, lui, le, lui, lui, nous, vous, elle, elle, elle, elle*
- *On, et, là, qui, qui, qui, ces, ces, ces, ces*
- *Son, fa, tes, bien, je*
I was sitting at Hammersmith tube station, reminiscing about Euphoria, which I had watched during a post-exams Netflix binge. Nostalgia blended with eagerness for an upcoming trip to Paris, and my thoughts proceeded along these lines. Jules from Euphoria, a trans woman and a very interesting character, has an androgynous name of French origin. How would Jules, and other non-cisgender people, express their identity in French?

And so, the subject of this article: how does the French language accommodate people who identify as non-binary? I did some digging on this, and it turns out the French themselves don't really know. That was until a French Dictionary, Le Petit Robert, formally recognised 'iel' as a non-binary pronoun.[1] 'Iel' is a combination of 'il' (he) and 'elle' (she) and equates to 'they' in English. The decision to recognise 'iel' caused enormous controversy in France.[2] French MP François Jolivet described the inclusion as a symptom of #woke-ism[3] and asked the Académie Française[4] (the official council which regulates the use and development of French) to comment on the issue. Earlier this year, the conservative Académie decided that 'iel' “made no sense”[5] and was included by Le Petit Robert as a publicity stunt.[6] Even within the French LGBTQ+ community, whether 'iel' has a place in their language is a contentious topic.[7]

But why is the concept of a French non-binary pronoun so controversial? How could it possibly offend French values and beliefs? Why is there such a contrast between the French language and the context it operates in? And what can French learn from ancient and other languages in order to solve their non-binary problem?

To understand this linguistic controversy, we’ve got to go back to basics.

**FRENCH 101**

French has nine pronouns:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FRENCH</th>
<th>ENGLISH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>je</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nous</td>
<td>we</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tu</td>
<td>you (singular)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vous</td>
<td>you (plural)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>il/elle/on</td>
<td>he/she/one</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ils/elles</td>
<td>they (masculine)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>elle</td>
<td>they (feminine)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

What happens when evolving social values collide with a nation's linguistic structure?
So far, so good. However, French differs from English when these pronouns appear in a sentence. Compare the following examples:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FRENCH</th>
<th>ENGLISH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>il est content</td>
<td>He is happy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>elle est contente</td>
<td>She is happy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In English, the gender of the happy person does not change how the word “happy” looks. However, French adds an -e to the end of the adjective to show that the happy person is a woman. Linguists call this phenomenon “agreement” between the gender of the noun and the adjective. One might argue that, in this context, agreement is not really necessary: since ‘elle’ is the feminine pronoun, we already know that the happy person is a woman. Why is there a need for the adjective content to look different?

This is a difficult question. French inherited gender agreement from Latin, and while it’s useful for deciphering some complex sentences and creating linguistic shorthands, many languages function without it. The simpler (but less scholarly) answer is that French, and many other European languages, have always been preoccupied with gender. That’s just the way it is. Desk is masculine (le bureau), drink is feminine (la boisson), rock is feminine (la pierre), you get the gist. Gender is important when putting a sentence in the past tense, speaking to someone directly, and especially when taking a grammar test. Saying or writing elle est content, rather than contente, is just bad French.

Gender is important, or even crucial, to the essence of the French language. French’s reliance on gender for structure and identity can be seen as a barrier to treating non-binary people with sensitivity and respect. It also makes it complicated for non-binary people to express their identity.

This is where the issue with ‘iel’ rears its head. From a purely linguistic perspective, the Académie Française is right to say that ‘iel’ “makes no sense.” Since it is neither masculine nor feminine, it is grammatically incorrect to say both ‘iel est content’ and ‘iel est contente.’ Moreover, choosing a masculine or feminine adjective ending to describe a non-binary person might be socially insensitive, because it clearly connects them to one of the binary genders.

There is also the problem of non-binary people identifying themselves. Should they use masculine adjective endings, or feminine adjective endings? According to non-binary Francophones on Reddit, there are a few workarounds. In written French, some non-binary people may choose to include both masculine and feminine endings, separated by punctuation: for example, je suis content*e. This style belongs to the French social movement of “inclusive writing” (l’écriture inclusive), which has become increasingly common in progressive, feminist and queer circles. But the goal of inclusive writing is to desexualise French by including all possible noun and adjective endings, in defiance of the “default” masculine ending. Inclusive writing is also incredibly controversial, with Académie Française member Sir Michael Edwards saying that it “disfigures the beauty of French.”

Alternatively, non-binary people might use a new adjective ending which is neither the standard masculine nor feminine ending. However, this runs the risk of being considered grammatically “incorrect” if it is used without explanation. More commonly, a non-binary person will identify themselves with the endings that they are used to, which normally correspond to their gender assigned at birth, or the gender closest to their presenting gender. Although some might see this as problematic, there aren’t really any other solutions. The non-binary French community agreed that asking someone’s personal preference is the most important first step.

Ironically, if French stuck to its Latin roots, there might have been a solution. In Latin, there is a third gender called the neuter. Neuter nouns are neither masculine nor feminine, and have their own special endings. They tend to be inanimate objects or abstract concepts: eg rock (axum), war (bellum), shore (litus) etc. Over time, the neuter has dropped out of most European languages, but it still exists in German, Romanian and some Eastern European languages like Russian. Non-binary people who speak these languages could choose to identify themselves using neuter endings. You might argue that this is somewhat dehumanising.

[12] Rowland, “France’s ‘Inclusive Writing’: Have you Spotted Examples like Ami.e.s?”
given that neuter nouns tend to be objects, but this is not always true. For example, in both German and Ancient Greek, the word for “child” is neuter (das Kind, τὸ τέκνον).

Unfortunately, French does not have a neuter, and so the country finds itself in a dilemma. What happens when evolving social values collide with a nation’s linguistic structure?

In Australia at least, the language and values usually develop in alignment with the context. Thanks to its flexibility and mutability, English is perfect for this. Take, for example, all the neologisms[14] that developed out of the social context of COVID: covidsafe, anti-vaxxer, covidiot, super-spreader, covid bubble, and, my favourite, Zoom bombing – when your Zoom meeting is disrupted by an uninvited user. All of these phrases appeared in reputable newspapers.[15] They grew out of our human need to describe what the hell was happening to the world, and so we invented new words. Naturally, English had no problem adapting to the increased representation of queer people: nowadays most people have no issue with displaying their preferred pronouns and non-binary people can use the gender neutral pronoun “they.” Admittedly, English didn’t have to worry about gender agreement, since it’s no longer part of the language, but the point stands. English is constantly and rapidly changing as its speakers move through social movements and contexts. The speakers lead the way, and the language follows in step.

France, on the other hand, is far more resistant to changing its language. The French government has a distaste for the dominance of English as a global lingua franca. This is informed by a historical rivalry with, and sometimes hatred of, the Brits, which the Hundred Years War can attest to. Therefore, part of the Académie Française’s job is to restrict the use of anglicisms[16] – French words that are too similar to their English counterparts – in the French language. They do this by fining newspapers and websites that use too many anglicisms, by issuing official guidelines on words, and even banning others. For example, in no official French document published after 2013 will you see the terms ‘Facebook,’ ‘Twitter’ or ‘e-mail.’[17] The Académie’s purpose is to protect the beauty of French culture from English/American cultural dominance.

The French have every right to do this. In an increasingly English-centric world, defending their own unique culture is a noble cause. The issue with the Académie is its function as an Orwellian gatekeeper of language. Rather than French-speaking individuals leading the way, any linguistic change must be considered and ratified (often much later) by a conservative institution. A lot of cultural power sits in the Académie’s hands, and, as in the case of ‘iel,’ they do not always permit the official language to mirror the social context of its speakers.

Unofficially, French speakers will still use ‘iel.’ The Académie has no power to regulate how people actually speak day-to-day French. But the Académie’s linguistic conservatism creates a chasm between their romanticised ideals of French culture and what French culture actually is. Non-binary people are just one of many groups stuck in the divide.

In years to come, we will witness the French language evolve to align with social context. It was not so long ago that Middle English was the norm, and yet English has changed drastically since then: would Beowulf or Shakespeare really be able to understand texting shorthands and emojis? Linguistic narrow-mindedness is endemic in our society: in the same way that we can’t imagine a new colour, we can’t imagine an entirely new English language, or new French language. Nevertheless, our language has always changed with the social tides. Sooner rather than later, what may have been unimaginable could become real.

FINIS


"The goal of inclusive writing is to de-masculinise French by including all possible noun and adjective endings, in defiance of the "default" masculine ending."
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GENDERED

MEDIATED
An exit poll at the 2022 South Korean presidential election showed that 58% of women aged 18 to 29 years old voted in support of the progressive Democratic Party of Korea, while only 32% voted for the conservative People Power Party. However, 59% of men aged 18 to 29 years old voted for the conservative candidate and eventual winner, Yoon Seok Yeol, with less than 36% voting for the progressive party (Yoon, 2022). This unique disparity, seen only with young people, is a clear representation of the political rift developing between young Korean men and women.

Choi (2022) notes that there has been a rapid rise of misogyny not only online, but in the real world, and attributes this to the evolution of women’s role in society. Most often, discussions in the gender debate have come to revolve around ideas of women’s traditional roles as housewife and mother being maintained, whereas many women wish to have greater freedom in their work and personal lives.

In the digital age, the expansion of this decades-long rift can be seen in how masculinity and patriarchy manifests in online spaces, such as gendered online forums, in South Korea.

In this essay, I will explore how the visible gendering of cyber-space and the popularity of gendered online communities has led to contrasting belief systems among young Korean men and women, and reinforced the political rift between them.

TRADITION CLASHING WITH MODERNITY

Historically, Korean society has been built on the pillars of family and national duty. Global economic downturn, coupled with Korea’s neoliberal policies in the 1990s, have affected some of these traditional structures. Korean women are expected to epitomise...
traits emblematic of Korean tradition, such as frugality and industriousness (Choi, 2022), developing gendered divisions of labour in the home that extend to the workplace. Take for example the 1997-98 Asian debt crisis, where Chun (2014) notes that men were given jobs fitting to the traditions of a male breadwinner, whereas women were left to take on low-paid, precarious jobs. These discriminatory practices in the home and workplace “exacerbated the marginalisation and exploitation of women under industrial capitalism” (Chun, 2014).

By contrast, one of the central factors in male hostility towards feminism in South Korea is a reaction to the national conscription policy, which only applies to men. Many men view the policy as a hindrance to planning for the future, and a waste of time (Choo, 2020). Yet in the context of the national labour market, “preferential treatment for male job seekers continues to shape the material realities of gender discrimination” (Chun, 2014).

According to Choo (2020), military conscription is the core of the feud between men and feminists, and the backlash towards feminism in South Korea. The animosity between the genders, and this hatred for feminism is most visible when looking at Korean gendered online communities.

MALE ANXIETIES IN MISOGYNISTIC ONLINE FORUMS

Gender conflict was present in South Korea before the digital age, but now it runs rampant through online communities and social media networks, such as the male-only Ilbe forums and the feminist Megalia website (now defunct, replaced by Womad). As the space in which the modern gender wars are fought, cyberspace is harshly defined by gender, with these highly popular online communities furthering this division.

These online communities are spaces where people can share political views, and enter into rich discussions regarding social and political issues, from military conscription to women’s workplace rights. As Lee (2019) notes, eventually they can grow their following by taking themselves offline, sparking social movement. For example, the men who belong to the ultra-conservative Ilbe community attend feminist rallies to counter-protest causes like sexual discrimination and violence (Draut, 2022).

Online misogyny is ever present in the highly gendered South Korean internet space; it “patrols and polices gender borders, and reinforces the male-dominated online atmosphere by limiting women’s presence, silencing women’s and feminist voices” (Kim, 2018). Ilbe is a popular members-only website that strictly prohibits female members, and is known for its right-wing politics. Its popularity is so great that it was the third most-viewed website in South Korea in 2016 (Draut, 2022). In these spaces “the blaming of Korean women works as a glue or homosocial bond among Korean men” (Jeong & Lee, 2018). These spaces are where online misogyny thrives and builds a movement that then spills over into the offline world.

Communities such as Ilbe also coin neologisms that can serve to stereotype and denigrate women. When these new words enter the public mainstream, the impacts on women’s rights are great. The community originated a series of derogatory terms using the suffix -nyeo (meaning girl, woman/bitch), which have now gone beyond the community’s forums into the general public. One such buzzword is kimchi-nyeo. An expletive used to describe Korean women, kimchi-nyeo is employed in discussing women as gold-diggers, cosmetic surgery-obsessed and sexually promiscuous. Through such terms, “young Korean men tag, label and stereotype the Korean women of their generation as a selfish, self-obsessed, and vain group” (Jeong & Lee, 2018).
These terms, along with acts such as trolling, cyberbullying and the distribution of revenge porn, reflect “crises in hegemonic masculinity and anxiety about changing gender relations” (Kim, 2018). These insecurities are projected onto Korean women who these conservative men deem to be selfish for not only not playing their role in established patriarchal societal structures, but for stepping into positions that they do not believe should be afforded to women. As Kim (2018) found, Korean men who believe young women disproportionately benefit from social policies are highly likely to sympathise with online misogynistic discourse. By collectively targeting and denigrating women in the ways described, men who frequent these forums develop a pack mentality which reinforces misogyny not only online, but also in the real world.

**FEMINIST FORUMS AS SAFE SPACES**

The internet has also been a fertile ground for the growth of feminism in the country. Since the popularisation of online communication in the 1990s in South Korea, women have carved out a space for themselves online, “based on their shared interests and to avoid the discomfort of being a woman in male-dominated communities” (Jeong & Lee, 2018). Sites like the popular feminist online community Megalia (now Womad) are spaces where women with similar values are able to meet, share feminist messaging, and develop their activism.

*Megalia* grew out of “female internet users who were aware of the highly misogynistic nature of the Korean web, where male users indulged in their ‘fun’ of ridiculing, denigrating and bullying women” (Jeong & Lee, 2018). One of the ways in which online feminists fought back against male internet users has been through the act of mirroring, wherein Megalians employed the same language used by misogynists but reversed it to spread feminist messaging. An example of this was when users started using the term *hannamchoong* to refer to Korean men, which likens men to insects. It was a twist on the *Ilbe*-coined term *momchoong*, which implied that stay-at-home mothers were insects or parasites feeding off of society.

By parodying the writing styles of misogynistic male users on sites such as *Ilbe*, Megalians used gaming language and other popular slang to retaliate against the trolling of women. This method proved so successful that “male users at first responded... by insisting that they could not have been made by a woman” (Jeong & Lee, 2018). Unfortunately, such mockery of male misogynists has also amplified the already present hatred between the genders, further catalysing an era of gender conflict that has been fought both online and offline (Kim, 2017).

These female-dominated online communities thus became safe spaces for women, “where they could escape from gendered regulation of the form and content of their self-expression” (Jeong & Lee, 2018). Spaces like *Megalia* allowed women to shed social expectations around their traditional role in South Korean society as dependents or actors in the service of men, and to develop methods to fight back against misogyny.

**UTILISING THE GENDER WAR POLITICALLY**

Unsurprisingly, what happens on the internet does not stay just on the internet. Online communities are both real and virtual, and what occurs online can spread into the ‘real’ world. We must consider that “online identity is not separate from offline power relations; indeed, cyberspace reinforces and reproduces inequality in terms of gender” (Kim, 2018). The two worlds are intrinsically connected, and the internet is “a site where political potentials
are intensified by the strategic use of online media to amplify the significance of events” (Jeong & Lee, 2018).

The intrinsic connection of the online and offline would see the online gender conflict utilised by the 2022 presidential candidates, and be reflected in the polls and the gendered results to showcase the stark difference in views between men and women. The now-President Yoon Seok Yeol ran a campaign that purposefully appealed to anti-feminist male supporters by “gaslighting feminism as the cause of their economic woes and current gender conflict” (Kang, 2022). He was advised by his Party’s chairman Lee Jun Seok to explicitly appeal to male voters (Ko, 2022), and warned against appointing women’s rights-focused politicians to his cabinet.

In January 2022, he pledged to abolish South Korea’s Ministry of Gender Equality and Family, stating that the policy needed to shift from women’s rights to gender equality, claiming that the current ministry “treated men as criminals” (Lee, 2021). After this policy announcement, Yoon’s polling figures jumped over 6% from the week prior to overtake his progressive opposition (Draudt, 2022).

Yoon has also been vocally anti-feminist, stating that it “prevents healthy relationships between men and women”, and that it is “ill-suited for having and raising children” (Shim 2021). Such rhetoric from a government official further legitimises misogynistic online discourse.

Yoon Seok Yeol’s actions worked as he expected. By denigrating women and uplifting men, he earned greater support from a right-wing young male base who would go on to vote him into power, and caused many young women to move further to left-leaning parties.

This campaign fanned the flame of the gender war, to gain a majority vote from the male-right extreme and bring Yoon to power. The already extreme political rhetoric of gender conflict between men and women in South Korea became all the more apparent through its political exploitation in the 2022 presidential election.

In conclusion, the deepening of the political rift that has been growing for decades between young Korean men and women can be traced clearly to the ways in which hegemonic masculinity in a patriarchal society is experienced in online spaces. As gender roles are broadening in modern South Korean society, men are “experiencing a crisis of masculinity, anxiety, and... bear hostility towards feminism” (Choo, 2020). Through cyberspace and the establishment of gendered online communities, both genders have been able to create movements that exist in the online and offline realms. Through the internet, everyday misogyny has become more visible than ever before, and women’s experiences are visible to the greater public.

As a result, young Korean men and women have become two starkly contrasting communities both online and offline, and their community-bound discourses have only caused further division between the genders. Until new masculinities can be developed that include women on an equal footing, and policies catch up with women’s roles in modern society, it is unlikely that this political rift can be overcome.

"...the internet has also been a fertile ground for the growth of feminism in the country. Since the popularisation of online communication in the 1990s in South Korea, women have carved out a space for themselves online"
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the MEDIATED
From oral stories to paintings and embroideries, stories of war and conflict have always been a topic of conversation passed down through generations. However, new forms of technology introduced in the twentieth century, and developed further into the twenty-first century, have dramatically restructured forms of warfare mediation through film, television, and more recently, the internet. Silverstone (2002) defined the mediation of war through culture as the "fundamentally, but unevenly, dialectical process in which institutionalized media of communication are involved in the general circulation of symbols in social life."

The emergence of technological, mass-media forms in the twentieth century reconfigured social and public perceptions of the global environment. However, these mainstream media forms have been subject to military influence. The military's domination of mainstream media has allowed for "its successful propaganda activities and [...] achieved an important informational victory," (Merrin, 2018), as shown by the American-centric views of the Vietnam War and the Afghan Invasion following 9/11. Government interventions in the media limited journalistic freedoms, with war reporting by domestic media outlets restricted and disrupted (Limor & Nossek, 2006).

Despite this, government domination of media in countries such as the United States, collapsed with the development of online platforms. Images released of US soldiers torturing prisoners of war in Iraqi camps at Abu Ghraib in 2004 became a turning point in how symbols of war were mediated. The participatory nature of new media forms, especially the internet, decentralised the capacity for governments to conceal and restrict wartime coverages (Jenkins et al., 2009).
Whilst digital media itself is not a controlling force in warfare, it increases unmediated public access to the discourses of war. Social media platforms, especially Facebook, Twitter and Instagram, have become powerful tools in mediating war as they permit anyone to become an active participant and allow them to create and publicise their own opinions. Smartphone-equipped leaders are able to project their policies and thoughts on any current event directly to the public and without the intermediary traditional press, particularly seen on Twitter.

Political figures, notably former US President Donald Trump, and their direct communication with the public, dramatically impacts the mediation of war. Three days into 2020, trending tags about “World War Three” as #ww3 had spread due to Trump’s ordered drone strike on Qasem Soleimani, further fuelled by his cryptic tweets: “Iran never won a war, but never lost a negotiation!” Trump’s overt declarations of military force illustrates an intersection of government officials and internet users, both becoming participants to real-time conflicts from the privacy of their homes. These internet platforms thus permits “a convergence of the domestic environment and the battlefield by offering new ways for participation in warfare” (Asmolov, 2021). The public’s active participation in mediation is most notably recorded through memes, humorous posts usually in video, text or image format, which form as “digital artefacts of participatory culture” (Asmolov, 2021).

Participatory culture is recognised as possessing four main pillars: affiliations through online communities on platforms such as Facebook, expressions through user-created content, collaborative problem solving and the circulation of media (Jenkins et al., 2009). All four elements are visible through the lived experiences of civil war as civilians use social media to globally publicise conflict from their perspective such as the Palestinian-Israeli conflict and the Syrian civil war. As a result, participative culture in warfare allows for the challenging of hegemonic western media narratives by providing their own personal alternative realities. The Syrian civil war has been described as the “most socially-mediated conflict in history” (BBC News, 2014). As the Syrian civil war gravely escalated, journalists were no longer able to safely report their findings, ergo protesters became the main source of information, turning a local civil war into a global conflict (Merrin, 2018). Similarly, Palestinians were able to inform the global community of Israeli crimes and atrocities being committed, which allowed for support to be garnered online at its peak in the summer of 2020 with the hashtag #SaveSheikhJarrah and condemnation of the violence inflicted by Israel despite their domination of mainstream media outlets.

Drones have become increasingly prevalent in military tactics raising questions regarding ethicality in the emerging field of digital warfare. Prominent narratives of cyberwar include relations between Russia and the United States, especially during the 2016 U.S elections of speculated interventions in democracy. Russia has been accused of creating fake American profiles and hacking into government servers, effectively enabling them to “manipulate political discourse, to exacerbate and weaken existing divisions, to polarize political beliefs, ... and create contradictory realities to undermine cohesion or reasoned debate” (Happer et al., 2018). Rather than physical military warfare, informational warfare is focused on and disseminated within discourse.

Warfare has been expanding throughout time, at first, only one domain existed, which was land, with advancements in sea fare it allowed for the second domain, water. Further advancements in aviation allowed for the third domain of air. Following this came space, most notably during the cold war. Finally, more recently, is the fifth domain of cyberspace (Seebeck, 2019). The first four
domains mentioned are physically tangible whereas cyberspace is a human-made imaginary, creating complexities for attack and defence strategies due to a lack of legal framework as an emerging field. As well as being able to mediatise wars digitally, wars can as well be digitised through media. Newer forms of warfare mediation are emerging, where war is completely digitising. Forms such as hacktivism, digital civil wars, computational propaganda, surveillance, and drones are growing in relevance and regularity.

Media, and more recently social media, have become integral to wars and conflicts due to their ability to "capture it, promote it, denounce it, deny it," through the different mediums of "images, videos, bloopers, memes, jokes, graphics, gifs, and comments" (Merrin & Hoskins, 2020). As a result, this can "help organise, raise funds, raise awareness, accrue new recruits, direct combat operations, spread disinformation and propaganda, and rally aid and help for its victims" (Merrin & Hoskins, 2020). Boundaries between public communication and the internet are becoming obsolete, enhancing the visibility and proximity of warfare, which as a result creates a participative area of internet users through diversifying and new technological formats.

Mass media has been characterised as a "necessary pillar of democracy where the people can speak truth to power and debate issues of the day" (Kellner, 2018). However, the recent use of social media as a podium for war discourse has left companies such as Facebook struggling to create a balance between freedom of expression and the fight against propaganda and fake news as these social networking platforms had never intended for themselves to become media outlets. Questions continue to arise on whether these platforms ever envisioned themselves as actors in warfare mediation, and how they are tackling the participant-driven changes in their structures to retain neutrality.